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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis was to study and document the process and effects of 

applying, or conforming an Environmental Management System (EMS) to the 

international ISO 14001 EMS Standard in general, and more specifically, for an 

integrated electric utility such as Manitoba Hydro. In addition, an environmental 

management software package was evaluated, to determine its usefulness as a tool in 

developing, implementing and managing the above menboned EMS. 

An overview of environmental charterdguidelines, industrial initiatives and other 

EMS systems is presented to illustrate their roles in the eventual creation of the ISO 

14000 senes of environmental management standards. 

ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems - Speczjkation with guidance for 

use is the fundamental part of the ISO 14000 series of environmental management 

standards. It defines a systematic process, by which organizations can identify and 

manage their environmental responsibilities and commitments, and may be objectively 

verified as evidence of their comrnitment should they so choose. ISO 14004 is a guidance 

document created to assist in implementing the ISO 14001 standard. Three auditing 

standards, that may be used with ISO 14001 are also discussed. 

Manitoba Hydro has made a commitment to implement four EMSs, one for each 

of its Business Units. In accordance with their commitment to the Canadian Electricity 

Association Environmental Cornmitment and Responsibility (ECR) Program, the 

Generation EMS and Corporate EMS rnust be implemented by December 3 1, 1999. The 

EMSs for the other two business units will follow in 2002. Manitoba Hydro has elected to 



develop numerous Local EMSs (LEMS), for individual facilities/operations; the 

cumulative LEMSs will form the comprehensive Business Unit EMS. 

The ICF Kaiser ISO 14000 Workstation software was evduated. It was used to 

conduct a gap analysis/assessment to determine the degree of conformance of Manitoba 

Hydro's existing EMS to the ISO 14001 EMS standard, and to establish a direction for 

EMS implementation. It was found to be a more usehl tool for document management, 

than for assisting in EMS developmental stages. 

The ISO 14001 based EMS was found to be an effective system to manage an 

organization's self prescnbed environmental goals, with potential hancial, political, 

legal and environmental benefits. However, the ISO standard does not require the 

demonstration of environmental performance, and is difficult to interpret and appIy due to 

ambiguous language and lack of direction. Successfûl implementation by Manitoba 

Hydro requires top management commitment, a dedicated EMS team, full integration into 

the corporate business plan and establishment of a responsive interna1 and external 

communication network. 

Managing the vast arnount of documentation and records that result fiom 

implementing an EMS could be facilitated with an electronic information management 

system, which may also have added benefits in improving communication, education and 

EMS ownership. The tested software was found to be a capable document management 

tool, but lacks in guidance for planning and development and in accessibility to al1 ievels 

of employees. A custom designed software may be considered by Manitoba Hydro in the 

future. 
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GLOSSARY 

Assessrnent - an estimate or determination of the significance, importance or value of 

Certification - procedure by which a third party gives written assurance that a product, 

process, or service conforms to specified requirernents (interchanged with t e m  

"registration" in USA, incorrect terminology for EMS certification) 

Cornpliance - an a&mative indication or judgement that the supplier of a product or 

s e ~ c e  has met the requirements of the relevant specifications, contract or regulation; 

also the state of meeting the requirements (see also conformance) 

Conformance - an af5nnative indication or judgement that the supplier of a product or 

seMce has met the requirements of the relevant specifications, contract or regulation; 

dso the state of meeting the requirements (see also cornpliance) 

Continual Irnprovement - process of enhancing the environmental management system 

to achieve irnprovements in overall environmental performance, inline with the 
1 

organization's policy 

Environmental GuidelineslCharters - codes of practice deveIoped by NGOs to help 

buçinesses manage and improve their environmental perfomiance 

Environmental Management System - totality of things a Company does to manage its 

environmental affairs, and monitor its effects on the environment 

Environmental Policy - statement by the organization of its intentions and pnnciples in 

relation to its overall environmental performance, which provides a framework for 

action and for setting of its environmental objectives and targets 

Gap Analysis - an evaluation of the degree of conformance of the current EMS to the 

ISO 14002 EMS specification (often incorrectly interchanged with assessment) 

Interested Parties - individual or group concerned with or affected by the environmental 

performance of an organization 

Specification - the document that prescribes the requirements with which the product or 

service must confom 



"1 am 1, plus my sunoundings, and if 

1 do not preserve the latter, I do not 

preserve mysel f '. 

José Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955), 

Spanish essayist, philosopher. 

Meditations on Quzkote, "To the 

Reader" (1 9 14). 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1972, the United Nations Conference on Human Environment convened, to 

assess the future of economic development and the global environment. As a result, an 

independent body called the World Commission on Environment and Development 

(Brundtland Commission) was formed. In 1987, the Commission published a report 

entitIed "Our Comrnon Future" which was first to introduce the term sustainable 

developnzent, and is now considered to be the tuming point in the relationship between 

the economy and the environment. The report defined sustainable development as: 

development thar meets the needs of the present wirhout compromising the ability of 

future generations IO meet their needs (UNEP, 1995). 

The concept of sustainable development has iduenced the marner in which 

Society today perceives the environment. Although the public's c m e n t  attitudes include 

environmental protection and management, it was not long ago when ignorance and 

carelessness led to environmental exploitation and destruction. As these attitudes and 

expectations have changed, environmental issues became the focus of public scmti~y on 

industry and businesses. 

It has become increasingly clear that carrying on "busineçs as usual" was no 

longer possible nor acceptable, and certainly not sustainable. In order to remain viable in 

the business world, environmental considerations wouId have to be integrated into the 

corporate business strategy and long term planning. In addition to sustainable 

development, pressure fiom the public, including both special interest groups and 



consumes, the obligation of more and increasuigly stringent environmental legislation, 

potential liabilities, cornmitments to shareholders, and green marketing have aii impacted 

the manners in which business decisions are taken. Whereas in the past, decisions were 

dictated by their economic viability, considering only profits, productivity and efficiency, 

today, in addition to thwe criteria, health and safety, environmental impacts, resource and 

energy conservation, waste management and social impacts are incIuded in the planning, 

evaluation and implementation processes. This marked a significant shift fkom past 

practices, and more specifically, integrating environmental considerations and decisiors 

into a company's business strategy and long texm planning have become part of doing 

business in today's global, cornpetitive market. 

In the past few years, industry has begun to take a more pro-active stance in 

regard to environmental management. Recognizing that sound environmental 

management on a voluntary ba i s  can gain numerous benefits, many organizations have 

in fact, modified their corporate management strategy and fully integrated environmental 

care into their daily operations. Possible benefits include an enhanced corporate image, 

increased profits and competitiveness, reduced potential liabilities, reduced costs and the 

potential preclusion of M e r  legislation. Pnor to this transition, an "end of the pipe" or 

reactive approach was implemented when conf?onted with environmental issues. This 

simply no longer made good business sense. Taking a proactive approach rather than a 

reactive one, turned out to be less costly, more efficient; it allows for forward p1-g 

and is able to anticipate and therefore accommodate changes. 

In confionting this new reality, companies began to develop programs that would 

manage their legal nsks, and their impacts on the environment, while considering 
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technical feasibility the needs of their shareholders and interested parties. Companies 

made commitments through environmental policies and objectives, which defined their 

overall level of commitment, direction and expectations. As companies began to adopt 

environmental policies, they also began to perforrn environmental audits or reviews to 

determine and verify their environmental standing and the effeciiveness of their 

environmental programs. Environmental issues were dealt with by dividing them into 

components such as: air, water and soi1 quality related tasks, waste management, 

ecosystem protection and other issues including legal requirements, audits etc. This 

system proved not to be very efficient given the numerous separated tasks and topics, that 

corne under the umbrella of environmental management. It was this Iack of clear 

organization and specific definition which eventually led to the development of an all 

encompassing environmental management systern which could address d l  relevant issues 

in an integrated manner. 

The terni Environmental Management System, also referred to by the acronym 

EMS, is meant to cover the "totality of al1 things a company or organization does to 

manage its environrnental affairs, and monitor its effects on the environment" (robotson 

1996). It is a systematic process that when properIy implemented, can help an 

organization manage, measure and improve the environmental effects of its operations. A 

typical EMS would include the following components (Bisson 1995, GEMI 1996): 

A Policy and Cornmitment stage, that requires the direction and level of 

commitment to be decided by the senior management of the company. 



A Planning stage, which assesses risks, impacts and legal requirements, sets 

environmental goals based upon the organization's specific cnteria, and 

defines procedures and practices. 

An Irnplementation stage that manages risks, impacts and cornrnitments 

required to meet the company's goals includïng education and training, 

accountability, and maintenance of records. This stage would also include 

emergency preparedness and response plans. 

A Measurement and Evaluation stage requires that the Company monitor its 

procedures and processes, the effects of its operations and evaluate the 

effectiveness of its EMS. 

A Review and Improvement stage periodically assesses the system, and 

identifies those areas which require change. In total these five stages become a 

cvcle of continuous im~rovernent. 

Although the goals and objectives of policies vary between organizations, the 

EMS has comrnon stages that al1 organizations implement in order to ensure, that the 

environment is considered in the policy, process and actions. These stages are very 

similar to those in Total Quality Management (TQM) Systems which are the foundations 

of environmental management systems. 

The Deming Cycle, a process management tool developed by Dr. William 

Edwards Deming (1900-93), is the foundation of EMSs. An Amencan statistician, and a 

forerunner in the field of quaiity control management, he used statistical analysis to 



examine industrial production processes for faults. Deming eamed his reptation while 

helping the Japanese industry rebuild their economy in the postwar years. Using a 

systematic approach to problern solving, his mode1 came to be known as the Derning or 

Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) Cycle (Starkey 1 996). Deming referred to it as the 

Shewhart Cycle, (named after his teacher W. A. Shewhart), and later replaced "Check" 

with "Study", to reflect the actual meaning more precisely . 

the PLAN stage refers to Planning what will be done, 

the DO stage refen to Doing what has been planned, 

the CHECK stage Checks that plans were actually canied out, and 

.the ACT stage Acts on the results of the checking process to changekorrect 

plans. 

Figure 1 : The Deming Cycle 

While many organizations used the Deming Cycle to develop an EMS, vast 

differences in the quality of the EMSs became apparent. A lack of clear direction in 



EMS development, and the need to ensure a certain level of quality, led to the 

development of several national, voluntary environmental management system standards 

in the past few years, mostly in Europe. The EMS standards were developed with the 

intent of providing organizations with a h e w o r k  to implement an EMS wiùiin their 

organization to improve environmental performance and marketplace acceptance. 

Although, al1 provide similar elements, variations in their levels of detail, 

implementation procedures and requirements for accreditation, Ied to confusion dehning 

the relative significance of the various standards, raising the necessity for one 

international standard that could cross global boundaries. 

The aim of this Thesis is to study and document the effects of applying or 

conforming an Environmental Management Systern to the international ISO 14001 EMS 

standard. Through a case study carried out in Manitoba Hydro, a large provincial crown 

corporation, the standard's application, relevance and the advantages /disadvantages of 

adopting an ISO 1400 1 EMS are examined. 

The observations and conclusions throughout the document have been collected 

and analyzed by the author, having been a part of the EMS development team in 

Manitoba Hydro. 

The following chapter provides a general oveMew of the history and background 

that led to the creation of the ISO 14001 EMS standard. This is followed by a description 

of the ISO 14000 senes of international environmental management standards, with 

emphasis on the System Evaluation Standards within the senes. Manitoba Hydro's EMS, 

and its relationship to ISO 14001 is descnbed. An electronic tool (ICF Kaiser ISO 14000 

Workstation) is examined in order to determine its applicability and potential support to 
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Manitoba Hydro's EMS. A discussion of fmdings, followed by conclusions and 

recommendations complete this study. 



2. OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHARTERS/ GUIDELINES, 

INITIATIVES AND EMS STANDARDS 

Following the 1987 publication of Our Cornmon Future, the UN "Conference on 

Environment and Development" (UNCED), better known as the "Rio Earth Summit", 

gathered in 1992 to discuss sustainable development. Emerging fiom the conference was 

a policy document, Agenda 21, containing guiding principles, descnbing how 

environmental issues could be solved through international cooperation (UNEP 1995). 

At about the same time, various environmental guidelines and charters began to 

emerge. With the intent of helping businesses manage and arneliorate their environmental 

performance, these guidance documents, created by non-govemmental organizations 

(NGOs), suggest codes of practice. Organizations may adopt these codes of practice, and 

declare that they conform to the charter/guideiines. Industrial associations too have 

created their own environmental guiding principles and codes of practice intended for 

members of the particular industry to adopt. Knowledge and experience sharing, as well 

as a common belief and stewardship towards the environment, help to define the new 

ways industries conduct business. This chapter will highlight some of the better known 

guidelines and charters that have infiuenced today's businesses in the global market. 

Concurrent to the emergence of the guidelines and charters, in pursuit of 

sustainable development, the 1990s led to the evolution of a number of EMS standards. . 

The concept of EMSs was not unknown, but the introduction of standards for 

environmental management was a novel approach. The k t  standard to emerge was the 



British Standard 7750 (BS 7750) developed by the British Standards Institute @SI) in 

1992. This was followed by the European U n i o n ' s 0  Eco-Management and Audit 

Scheme (EMAS) in 1993. At the same t h e ,  within the EU, other nations chose to 

develop their own standards. Ireland developed IS 310, France, X30-200, and Spain 

developed UNE77-80 1 and outside Europe, South A6-icaYs SABS-025 1, while others 

chose to adopt BS7750 as their national EMS standard. In late 1996, the long awaited, 

international environmentd management standard, ISO 14001 was pubLished, with 

intentions of crossing al1 trade and political borders as well as being applicable to any 

kind of organization (GEMI 1996, Starkey 1996). 

In March 1 997, the European national environmental management system 

standards (excluding EU'S EMAS) were officially withdrawn, and replaced by the 

international ISO 14000 standards. However, they have been described here to illustrate 

their roles in the evolution of EMSs, and the specific characteristics that make them 

unique and worth mention. The following sections will highlight some of these various 

standards, charters and initiatives that have iduenced the way business is done today. 

2.1 Guidelinedcharters, Codes of Practice and Initiatives 

Created by non-govemment organizations, environmental guidelines and charters 

(guidelines) are documents intended to assist or direct businesses in managing and 

improving their environmental performance. These guideIines are declarations of "good 

faith", and are usually not legally binding. Guidelines are broad statements, that are 

general enough to be adopted by any organization wishing to protect the environment. 



While some charters are intended for ail organizations, others target a specific industry. 

No matter their origins, al1 charterdguideiùies and initiatives aim to promote better 

environmental management and improvement of environmental performance. 

Universal and industry specific guidelines, initiatives and standards, were 

developed in order to combat negaîive public perceptions, and to promote voluntary 

environmental stewardship within. Codes of practice specific to the industry are usually a 

requirement for industrial association membership, and wil1 be desaibed in Section 2.1.4. 

Guiding principles or codes of conduct can help an organization develop an 

intemal environrnental culture and common vision with the industry. They can also assist 

in shapinghiving specific corporate policies. 

2.1.1 The Coalition of Environmentally Responsible Economies Principles 

(CERES) 

In response to the Exxon Valdez oil spi11 disaster, the Coalition of 

Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES), in 1989 developed the CEKES 

Principles. Initially known as the Valdez Principles, the intent waç to avoid such an 

accident fkom repeating by proposing a mode1 corporate code of environmental conduct. 

Of al1 the public guidelines/chax-ters and initiatives that exist today, the CERES 

Principles are the most comprehensive, broad-minded and challenging. A Company that 

endorses the CERES hinciples pledges to strive towards meeting ten principles that 

commit an organization to sustainable development (Brophy 1996). nie ten CERES 

principles can be found in Appendix A. 



The introduction to the CERES Principles clearly makes a cornmitment to 

sustainable development; "corporations must not compromise the ability of fùture 

generations to sustain themselves" Companies that have made a cornmitment to the 

Principles, have found "environmental proactivity can be accomplished while saving 

money, and improving the overall efficiency of the operation" (Brophy 1996). Several 

companies such as Sun Company Inc. and General Motos, have attested to numerous 

benefits they have reaped, since undertaking these principles. A reduction of energy 

consumption, number of spills, reduced emissions and positive recognition fiom public 

and investors are arnong some of the associated benefits. The Charter allows for the 

development of a comprehensive environmental policy, while also providing for a 

monitoring process by requiring an annual self evaluation of environmental progress that 

is made available to the public through a CERES report. 

Although the principles are al1 cornmonsense, the style in which they are written, 

which does not allow for misinterpretation of commitment, have caused many to 

repudiate the charter. Each pnnciple rnakes a direct commitment to an action, which to 

some organizations appears too demanding and unrealistic to adopt. "The trend for most 

industries is to opt for other less demanding and less strhgent charters" (Brophy 1996). 

Almost d l  of the organizations that have adopted the CERES Principles, are in the United 

States, where regulatory demands and enforcernent are much stronger than anywhere else. 

In Europe, most environmental management is still voluntary. As of the writing of this 

document, 48 companies have endorsed the CERES Principles. Included are GeneraI 

Motors Corporation, Coca Cola USA, ITT Industries, Polaroid Corporation, and Sunoco, 

Inc. 



2.1.2 International Chamber of Commerce @CC) Business Charter for Sustainable 

DeveIopment 

The International Chamber of Commerce's (ICC) Business Charter for 

Sustainable Development is the most widely supported charter worldwide. Based in Pans, 

France, the ICC has over 2000 organizations that have endorsed the charter. Endorsement 

of the ICC Charter is voluntary, and commits companies to adopt the principles for 

environmental management. Developed in 199 1, in response to govemment and pubfic 

pressure, as a "code of conduct" for indus~husinesses, it too may be used as a 

fiarnework for developing an environmental policy (IISD 1998). 

Sixteen principles (Appendix B) define the charter, describing enwonmental 

responsibilities with respect to aspects of health, safety and product management. Unlike 

CERES, the ICC does not rnonitor or control compliance to the Charter, clairning that 

cornmitment is a "good faith" process. There is no annual report that is released. The 

charter requires that "regular audits and assessments of compliance" be performed, and 

that appropriate information is penodically communicated to the Board of Directors, 

shareholders, employees, the authorities and the public. Assessments need not be 

scheduled, consistent or comparable, made public, and the released information is left to 

the organization's discretion (Brophy 1996, Phyper and lbbotson 1996). 

Although the charter's title includes sustainable development, the principles do 

not reflect this concept as in the CERES P ~ c i p I e s .  The language is not as strong as the 

former charter, including broad generalizations that can be misinterpreted. 



2.1.3 The Environment Business Forum 

This charter was developed by the Codederation of British Industry (CBI), and 

most of its rnembers are in the United Kingdom. Intended to help businesses improve 

their environmental performance, and demonstrate the actions they are taking, it requires 

members to implement its "Agenda for Voluntary Action" (Brophy 1 996). 

Memben are required to subrnit an Action Plan which describes how the Agenda 

will be fulfilled, and within a year must produce a Corporate Environmental Policy 

Statement. Subsequently, environmental performance must be assessed and progress is 

reported in a public document annually. These principles are similar to an environmental 

management system. The CBI contends that without regular environmental reporting, 

adoption of guidelines is like 'kindow dressing". Members detexmine their own 

objectives and targets and rates of environmental improvement, without any defined 

standards to be met. 

2.1.4 Industrial Initiatives 

Listed below are several other environmental charters that have been developed. 

Upon endorsement, companies commit to incorporate the guiding principles into their 

policies and acîivities, thereby adopting a proactive approach to environmental 

management. In addition to other business-initiated guiding principles, numerous 

industrial environmental charters have been developed (Phyper and Ibbotson 1996). 

These include among others: 

Keidanren (Japan Federation of Economic Organizations) 



The Business Council on National Issues (Canadian based) 

National Round Table on the Environment and Economy (NRTEE, Canadian 

based) 

Canadian Industrial Associations which have prepared environmental po licies, 

guidelines or codes of practice include: 

Canadian Chemical Producers' Association (CCPA) 

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association 

Canadian Petroleurn Products Institute 

Canadian Manufachuers' Association 

The Mining Association of Canada 

Canadian Electricity Association 

2.1.5 Responsible Care 

Probably the best h o w n  initiative by an industry is the "Responsible Care" 

program developed by the Canadian Chemical Producers' Association (CCPA) in 1984. 

Specific to the chernical industry, this initiative comprises guiding principles and codes of 

practice that were developed to combat the industry's poor public image resuiting in part 

from a few high profile disasters. The guiding principles and codes of practice provide 

members with recomrnendations on how to improve organizational performance in 

environmentai, and health and safety issues. Implementing the principles and codes of 



practice of the Responsible Care program is a condition of membership to the CCPA 

(CCPA 1996, Phyper and Ibbotson 1996). 

The guiding prlliciples and codes of practice relate to: 

cornrnunity awareness and emergency response (CAER) 

research and development 

manufacturing 

transportation 

distribution 

hazardous waste management 

The codes of practice define the company's responsibilities and are accompanied 

by workshops, seminars and implementation manuals. Additionally the CAER requires 

that companies handling chemicals: 

know the community concerns and respond to them 

inform the community of risks associated with its operations 

have its own emergency response plan and ensure it is integrated with the 

community emergency response plan. 

2.1.6 Environmental Cornmitment and Responsibility Program @CR) 

î h e  ECR Program is an industrial initiative developed and implemented by the 

members of the Canadian Electricity Association (CEA) in November 1997. The program 

is based on creating more transparency withh the industry and stakeholders, while 
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committing to four principles related to environmental performance (CEA 1 998, 

Manitoba Hydro 1998). Participation in the ECR program is a requirement of 

rnembenhip in the CEA,, and al1 participating Canadian electric utilities must adopt the 

following four principles: 

1. to be more efficient in their use of resources; 

2.  to reduce the adverse environmental impacts of their business; 

3. to be accountable to their stakeholders; and 

4. to ensure that their employees understand the environmental implications of 

their actions and have the knowledge and skills to make the nght decisions. 

Each of the four principles is supported by rneasures and indicators. In addition, 

the ECR program consists of the following elements that each utility is required to fulfill: 

1. a declaration of (the above) principles, and reporting of the measures and 

indicators; 

2. a cornmitment to implement an environmental management system (EMS) 

consistent with the international standard -ISO 1400 1; 

3. an annual performance report for 14 environmental indicators to measure and 

assess performance; 

4. an independent verification process to evaluate each utility's cornpliance with 

the ECR program; 

5. reporting to a public advisory panel that will provide independent assessrnent 

and recommendations in the form of an annual report, to the CEA Board of 

Directors on environmental issues and the implementation of, and 

improvements to the ECR Program. 
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The principles above will be documented and measured annually, and compiled in 

to a report that will be available to al1 çtakeholders. Furthexmore, no'less than once every 

five years, the member utilities will have their performance venfied by an independent, 

outside body. Electric utilities across Canada are participating in this Program. 

2.1.7 Global Environmental Management Initiative (GEMI) 

Although, not an industrial initiative, the Global Environmentai Management 

Initiative known better a s  GEMI, is a Washington, DC, based non-profit organization that 

was assernbled in 1990 by numerous leading cornpanies, to assist businesses in achieving 

a high level of environmental, health and safety management. These goals are met 

through the sharing of tools and howledge between the organization's members. 

GEMI'S 28 member companies are d l  world leading companies including AT&T, 

Coca Cola, Eastman Kodak and others. They operate in a variety of industrial sectors, 

each bringing their line of expertise. Through collaborations wi?h members and 

international organizations such as the United Nations Environment Program W P )  

and the International Chamber of Commerce, GEMI promotes a business ethic for 

sustainable developrnent and environmental management (GEMI 1996, GEMI 1 999). 



2.2 Environmental Management Systems Standards 

The following section will briefly o v e ~ e w  various environmental management 

system standards and their cornponents. The standards that will be described include: BS 

7750, EMAS, Irish Standard 3 10, CSA 7750, ISO 14001/4. 

Standard documents may be of two kinds; either specification or guidance. A 

speczj?cation standard is a set of revirements that must be satisfied, and may iater be 

verified for conformity, while a guidance standard is a document îhat only provides 

advice, rather than a set of verifiable requirements. 

Cornrnon to al1 EMSs is the concept of improvement over t h e .  Sorne standards 

use the term continual improvement, while others use continuous improvernent and one 

standard, CSA uses both. "Continuous" means unintermpted, while "continual" means 

frequently reoccurring. The goal is to show improvement over time, and will not be 

measured specifically according to the definitions (Starkey 1996). 

Environmental performance requirements beyond cornpliance with environmental 

legislation and a cornitment to continual improvement, is not included in any of the 

standards that will be presented. 

2.2.1 British Standard 7750 (BS 7750) 

The first standard to emerge was the British Standard 7750 (BS 7750) developed 

by the British Standards Institute (BSI) in 1992 at the request of the Confederation of 

British Indusîry (CBI). In 1990, after being asked to consider the issue of third party 

assessment of environmental performance, BSI concluded that environmental 
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performance, was indeed a management issue, and could be addressed with an 

environmental management system standard, as was the case of the quality management 

issue earlier (Starkey 1996). BSIYs mandate was to develop an archetype for organizations 

implementing an EMS. Compatibility with the quality standard BS 5750 (ISO 9000) was 

integrd and therefore it shares many management system principles found in BS 5750. It 

had to be comprehensive, but generic enough for a11 business sectors to implement. 

Following, two years of pilot studies by organizations in various industrial sectors, BSI 

revised and published the final standard BS 7750 in January 1994. The specification 

contains the following elements: 

Introduction 

Section 1 - Scope 

Section 2 - Informative references 

Section 3 - Definitions 

Section 4 - Environmental management system requirements 

FoIlowing the specification are Mo annexes which are informative only, and not 

required as part of the specification. One annex provides guidance on the EMS 

requirements, while the other describes the links between the EMS standard BS7750, and 

the quality standard BS 5750 (now BS EN ISO 9001). 

Accordhg to BS7750, "two organizations carrying out similar activities but 

having different environmental performance may both comply with its requirements". 

The following flow chart depicts the BS 7750 environmental management system 

elements, and their respective sections (CSA 1995): 



Preparatory Review* r + 
4.2 Policy 

' 4.1 1 Reviews ' 4.3 Organization and Personnel 
\ A 
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4.1 O Audits 
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'4.4 Evaluation & Register o f  ~ffects' 
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i 
Register of Regulations 

I 

t- 4.9 Records 
\ 

4.5 Objectives & Targets 
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4.8 Operational Control y 2.6 Management Program Y 

\ J 
\ J 

4.7 Management Manual 

Figure 2: Flowchart of BS7750 EMS Elements 

*The preDaratorv review above, is not a requirement of the specification. It is however recommended in 

order to detemiine an organization's environmentai standing. The annex contains details descnbing how to 

conduct a review. 



A summary of the highlights of the BS 7750 EMS specification is presented 

below. The standard is intended to apply to al1 types and sizes of organizations (Phyper 

and Ibbotson 1996, Puri 1996). 

An Environmental Policy (4.2) is required that must provide for the setting and 

publication of environmental objectives, conn i t  to continual improvement and be made 

available to the public. 

Organization and Personnel (4.3) requires the organization to determine and 

record the responsibility, authority, and interrelations of key personnel whose work 

affects the environment. A verification that ample personnel and resources are available 

to achieve the environmental objectives is required, and senior personnel are appointed to 

assure that the environmental performance objectives are attained. There is also a 

requirement for fonnalized environmental awareness training. 

The Environmental Effects (4.4) section is one of the most important sections in 

the standard. It requires that procedures be established and maintained for: 

receiving, documenting and responding to communications (intemal and 

extemal) fiom relevant interested parties regarding environmental issues 

examining and evaluating the environmental effects (direct/ indirect) of its 

activities, products and services, and for compiling a register of those 

identified as significant 

compiling a register for legislative, regulatory and other policy requirements 



Objectives and Targets (4.5) are set including those with regulatory requirements, 

those developed frorn the environmental eEects register, as well as the hancial, 

operational, stakeholder and business requirements of the organization. 

Management Programs (4.6) are developed to meet the environmental objectives 

and targets. Responsibility, means and timelines should be included. 

A Management Manual (4.7) is required that contains: 

environmental policy, objectives and targets, programs 

key roles and responsibilities 

description of EMS element interactions 

provide direction to related documentation 

document control 

Operational Control (4.8) requires that management define responsibilities within 

the organization for control, verification, measurement, testing and corrective action and 

ensure that they are satisfactorily carried out. 

The organization is required to develop and maintain a system of Environmental 

Management Records (4.9) "in order to demonstrate cornpliance with the requirements of 

the EMS, and to record the extent to which planned environmental objectives and targets 

have been met." 

Enwonmental Management Audits (4.10) are conducted to venQ the 

conformance of the EMS to the environmental policy and objectives and programs, and 

how effectively they are carried out. The fkequency of audits will be related to the 

significance of the environmental effect, and previous audit results. 



Environmental Management Reviews (4.1 1) requires that management 

periodically review the EMS to ensure the requirements are being met, and to, "address 

the possible need for changes to the policy and objectives, in light of changuig 

circums tances and cornmitment to continual improvement7'. 

The definition of continual improvement in BS 7750, is the 'vear-on-year 

enhancernent of overall environmental performance", and includes %e application of 

measures, with a view to reducing adverse environmental effect to levels not exceeding 

those corresponding to economically viable application of best available technology 

(EVABAT)". This is the only requirement regarding environmental performance in BS 

7750. 

The focal point of BS 7750 is its "effects register", that requires organizations to 

look at the environrnental effects of their activi ties/products/services, to det emine 

environrnental significance, and finally to develop objectives and targets for reducing 

those effects. The effects register fumishes the organization with a d e f i t e  system for 

promptly acting upon identified environmental problems. An auditor may dso utilize the 

register to determine if the organization's system for evaluating significance is 

acceptable. In June 1997 BS EN 14001 replaced BS 7750, after the ISO 14000 

international standards were adopted by the UK. 

2.2.2 European Union: Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) Regulation 

In 1990, the European Commission issued a discussion paper, which would later 

be the foundation for the Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS). In 1992, the 
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European Union (EU) proposed the EMAS Regdation, to encourage industry to review 

and continuously improve and standardize their environmental perfomance. This 

required annual environmental audits, and a detailed public environmental statement of 

the hdings. Although the first draft was released as a mandatory regulation, that would 

apply to the worst poiluters in the EU, (the industrial sector) it was revised to a voluntary 

scheme, after affected companies and sites charged that a level playing field wouId no 

longer exist, with companies outside of the EU. In addition to its new vohmtary status, 

the annual audits were now only required once every three years. EMAS was officially 

adopted in 1993, and open to company participation in April 1995 (EMAS 1993, Tibor 

and Feldman 1996). 

Subscnbing to the voluntary regulation entitles a company to register the site on 

an EU authorized list, and to use an EU approved graphic and statement of participation 

to publicize participation. One of the EU'S pnrnary goals in introducing the regulation, 

was to reduce trade barriers among member states, and expand trade in the European 

Union, since environmental protection and enforcement in the EU varies among member 

states. As an EU regulation in member states, EMAS becomes a national law, and as 

such, each state must provide for E M S  participation. 

EMAS requires that companies implernent a formal environmental management 

system, conduct periodic audits, and publish independently verifiable public statements 

regarding the companies' environmental performance. EMAS allows participation only to 

industrial companies, waste disposal, gas, steam, elechcal and mining sectors in the EU, 

and for local government in the UK only. AdditionalIy, o d y  specific sites within a 



company where industrial activity is perfomed, can be registered, rather than the entire 

Company. 

EMAS consists of 21 articles and 5 annexes. The annexes of EMAS are part of the 

regulation, and are mandatory, unlike the annexes in other standards which are only 

Sonnative. 

Article 1 of the regulation States the aims of EMAS as: 

"Community scheme allowing voluntary participation by companies performing 

industrial activities ... established for the evaluation and improvement of the 

environmental performance of industrial activities and the provision of relevant 

information to the public. ..the objective of the scheme shall be to promote 

continuous irnprovements in the environmental performance of industria1 

activities." 

The following statements highlight some of the particular characteristics of 

EMAS. As aiready mentioned, the regulation is voluntary, and site specific. EMAS 

promotes continua1 improvement of environmental performance while requiring 

compfiance with environmental legislation as a minimum. 

There is a requirement for an initial review 

Registers of significant environmental effects and relevant legislation are 

required 

Setting of objectives and programs for continuous improvernent is required 

EVABAT is referred to with regards to environmental performance 

Auditing is a requirement against set objectives 



Publication of an environmental statement is required 

An environmental statement must be prepared by the Company "specific to each 

site audited", including the initial environmental review and subsequent audits or audit 

cycles. This public environmental statement and its verification is a main objective of 

EMAS. After the first statement is issued, companies must produce simplified annual 

stateinents between audit years. 

A requirement of EMAS is the adoption of an environrnental policy that embodies 

cornpliance with al1 environmental regulatory requirements and a cornmitment to achieve 

"Yeasonable continuous improvement of environmental performance, with a view to 

reducing environmental impacts to levels not exceeding those corresponding to 

economically viable application of best available technology (EVABAT)". 

EMAS requires the following components to be included in its policy, as well: 

assessing the environmental impact of its activities 

implementing pollution prevention 

providing information to the public about the environmental impact of the 

company's activities 

providing advice to customers about the environmental aspects of handling, 

use and disposal of its products 

Additionally, within the policy, EMS program and audits, EMAS prescnbes a list 

of 12 issues that must be addressed including among others, environmental impact 

reduction, energy management, product planning, raw materials management, and waste 

avoidance. 



EMAS requires that an initial environmental review that is focused on issues 

addressed in the policy be conducted. This would be used to direct the development of the 

EMS. If a company already has an EMS, the review would be used to determine that the 

requirements of EMAS are met. 

EMAS requires the company to define environmental objectives "at the highest 

appropriate management level, aimed at the continuous improvement of environmental 

performance.. ." consistent with its policies. 

A requirement of EMAS, is that the company examine and assess the 

environmental effects of its activities, and compile a register of significant effects. Al1 

legislative, regulatory, and other policy requirements pertaining to the environmental 

aspects of its activities, products, and senices must also be recorded, and made publicly 

available. 

The validated environmental statement is fonvarded to the competent body of the 

member state where the site is located, and is disseminated to the public, in that state after 

the site is registered. Each year a cornplete list of registered sites is published in the 

Official Journal of the EU. 

2.2.3 Canadian Standard Association (CSA 2750) 

The Canadian Standards Association (CSA) is a non-govemental, national, 

standard setting organization. A multi-stakeholder consensus process was used to develop 

the voluntary Environmental Management S ystem document CSA 2750-94. Pub Iished in 

September 1994, this guidance document is part of a senes of environmental documents 



developed + a management tool which aims to provide advice to Canadian businesses 

and organizations wanting to improve their environmental performance (CSA 1995, 

Brophy 1996). 

The standard is d e h e d  in the following sections: 

Section Z - Scope 

Section 2 - DeTiitions 

Section 3 - Environmental Management Systems 

An appendix follow s that contains seven examples of environmental guiding 

principles that can be used to develop an organization's environmental policy. Included 

are ICC ' s Charter for Sustainable Business and, the Coalition of Environmentally 

Responsible Economics (CERES) Pnnciples. 

The EMS is based on four principles; Purpose, Commitment, Capability and 

Learning. 

1. an organization should have Purpose; it should focus on what needs to be 

done. 

2. people in the organization should have the Commitment to take the 

appropriate action in support of the environmental management system. 

3. the organization should have the Capability of performing in support of its 

objectives. 

4. an organization should be Learning how to perform better in pursuit of its 

objectives, and it should be continuously Learning how to improve its own 

management and learning processes. 



The EMS guidance document indudes a self-assessrnent entitled "Getting 

Starteci", and practical advice from organizations that have already implemented 

EMSs addressing each of the four principles. Based on their experiences, this 

"Tool Kit", as it is known, contains information, questions and answers, and 

advice to develop an EMS. It is not a comprehensive development tool though. 

2.2.4 Irish Standard (IS 310) 

Published in 1994, the Irish Standard (IS 3 10) describes in its "fomard", EMAS's 

influence on its developrnent, and the intent of the standard to complement the Irish 

quality system standards. Like BS7750, it applies to al1 organizations. The "forward" in 

this standard, is unique fkom the others mentioned thus far, in its depth and senousness. 

Its bold and direct staternents make it worthy of including here, even though the standard 

has already been officially withdrawn. Additionally, it is the only EMS document to 

include the definition of sustainable development. 

The following is taken fiom the "forward", "responsibility arises in recent times 

fiom such phenornena as, global warming, ozone depletion and deforestation. These al1 

pose a great threat to mankind, and an obvious response is called for in tems of 

conservation measures such as, e-g. the conservation of scarce andor non-renewable 

resources, the daunting problem of environmental pollution and destruction of nature's 

ecological systems is the result of insensitive exploitation by mankind of natural 

resources of various kinds". In addition, "is a philosophical and spiritual concem of great 

interest to people everywhere and lies at the root of the concept of sustainable 
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development7~. It continues to describe that environmental programs that address only air, 

water and soi1 issues are incomplete, and interactions of communities and industry m u t  

also be addressed. 

In defining the aim of the EMS, IS 3 20 states that in addition to developing an 

environmental policy statement, and implementing a program of 'cenvironmental and 

conservation measures" to achieve the environmental policy , it also adds, to achieve 

"elimination or reduction of significant adverse effects on the environment f o m  the 

organization's activities". This last comment goes beyond the statements in BS 7750 and 

EMAS. 

Like EMAS, IS 3 10 requires a publicly available report to be produced, not less 

than once every three years. It must contain information pertaining to the organization's 

activities, EMS outline, programs, its effectiveness, and environmental performance with 

respect to environmental objectives including "details of cornplaints relating to 

nonconfonnity with the specified requirements, how these where resolved and any legal 

proceedings against the organization". No other EMS standard has t h i s  requirement 

(Brophy 1996). 

2.2.5 ISO 14001: Environmental Management Systems - Specification with 

guidance for use 

Published in the fa11 of 1996, by the Organization for Standardization (ISO), this 

EMS specification was the product of an international collaboration US0 1996a). Part of 

the ISO 14000 series of environmental management standards, the ISO 14001 
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specification and the ISO 14004 guidance document describe the basic elements of an 

EMS. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

ISO 1400 1 is based on 5 core elements: 

Environmental Policy 

Planning 

Implementation and Operation 

Checking and Corrective Action 

Management Review 

Chapter 4 describes the ISO senes of environmental standards in greater detail. 



3. OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this thesis is to study the effects of applying, or conforrning an EMS to the 

ISO 14001 International Environmental Management System Standard in general; more 

specifically, how it affects a large prov&cial Crown Corporation such is Manitoba 

Hydro, as viewed through the specific case study using this large integrated electnc 

utiliîy. 

In order to attain these objectives, the following will be examined within the study: 

Describe and analyze the ISO 14000 senes of standards and their applicability, 

with emphasis on its following components: 

ISO 1400 1 : Environmental Management Systems - Specifcation With 

Guidance for Use, 

I SO 14004: Environnzental Management Systems - General Guidelines on 

Principles, Systems and Supporting Techniques, 

ISO 14010/ 11/12: GuidelinesforEnvironmentalAuditing 

Examine the relevance of these standards to Manitoba Hydro and its EMS, and 

assess the advantages and disadvantages of adopting an ISO 14001 EMS. 

Evaiuate ICF Kaiser ISO 14000 Workstation - software for implementation of the 

ISO 14001 standard, in order to determine whether it is a necessary or useful tool 

in developing, irnplementing, and managing an EMS. 



4. ISO 14000 SERIES OF ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS 

4.1 Background 

ISO, as the International Organization for Standardization is more commonly 

known, is not an acronym, but is in fact derived fiom the Greek word ISO, meaning 

"equal". Founded in 1947, ISO today has 128 members, representing countries and 

organizations worldwide. A non-govemmental organization, based in Geneva, ISO's 

focus is to provide international standardkation for products and seMces in order to 

facilitate international trade by removing barriers. ISO defines a standard as "a 

documented agreement containing technical specifications or other precise criteria to be 

used consistently as a rule, guideline, or definition of characteristics, to ensure that 

matenals, products, processes, and seMces are fit for their purpose". Al1 of ISO's 

standards are voluntary, although, often countries will adopt the ISO standards, thereby a 

requisite to do business, and as such, no longer shctly voluntary. n i e  Canadian 

Standards Association (CSA) represents Canada as ISO's designated authonty. 

Technical comrnittees (TCs) within ISO specialize in cirafting standards in 

specific areas. Standards are developed by ISO in ail sectors except electrical and 

electmnic engineering. As part of the standards development process, Technical Advisory 

Groups (TAGs), made up of representative mernber nations, provide advice to the TCs. 

Govemments, industries and other interested parties may participate in the development 

process. Until very recently, ISO's focus was on technical/scientific standards. In the 

198OYs, TC 176 was asked to develop a quality management standard, in order to 



standardize one aspect of organizational management. In 1987, the ISO 9000 series of 

international, genenc quality management standards were adopted. 

By this tirne, the environmental debate was escalating, and during 1991, UNCED 

(United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development), had asked ISO to 

participate in the Rio Conference in the following year. As a result, ISO formed an 

advisory group known as the Strategic Advisory Group on the Environment (SAGE). 

Even though their mandate was only to evaluate the need for standards, they had begun to 

work on developing standards. In 1993, TC 207 was created to develop a number of 

environmental standards in different areas, including environmental management systems 

and tools. Canada was named Secretkat of TC 207. 

TC 207's scope included standardization in the field of environmental 

management, tools, and systems. However, it excluded: 

test methods for pollutants, 

setting limit values regarding pollutants or effluents, 

setting environmentalperfomance levels; and 

standardization of products. 

The scope of the environmental standard was to include a concept from the ISO 

9000 quality management standards, in that the management standards were process 

standards, and as such should not speciS, final objectives. ISO 9000 standards address 

process quality rather than product quality. In other words, the management process must 

be consistent which in tum shouId produce consistent quality products. The quality of the 

product is not evaluated, that is determined between the customer and organization. ISO 



14000's scope too, was to develop only process standards (von Zharen 1996, Baker and 

McKiel 1998). 

4.2 ISO 14000: An Overview 

ISO 14000 is a senes of environmental standards that was developed by the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO). These voluntary and genenc 

standards are aimed at providing organizations with a structured M e w o r k  to manage 

their environmental impacts, responsibilities and commitments. The ISO 14000 senes 

includes a number of standards addressing; management systems, auditing, 

environmental performance evaluation, Iabeling, life-cycle assessment and product 

standards, and can al1 be stand alone documents. 

The standards within the ISO 14000 series, may be classified as either a guidance 

or specification standard. ISO 1400 1 (Environmental Management Systenis - Speczj?cation 

with Guidance for Use) is the only specification; al1 other standards within the series are 

guidance documents. A specification has prescriptive requirements and may be 

objectively audited to these, while a guidance standard, is a descriptive document only, 

and cannot be audited. Specification documents use the words shall and rnust, expressing 

requirements, while guidance documents utilize the word should, which is intended only 

as a recommendation, rather than a requirement. ISO 14004, is a guidance document 

intended to be used with ISO 14001, and contains recommendations and additional 

details for M e r  clarification of the standard. 

The ISO 14000 series can be classified into two main groups, i) Organization 

Evaluation, in which the organization's management and evaluation systems are 



addressed, and ii) Product Evaluation as outiined in the following sections (4.2.1 and 

4.2.2). 

4.2.1 Organization Evaluation Standards 

a. Environmental Management S ystem (EMS) 

i) ISO 14001, Environmental management systems - Specification with 

guidance for use 

ii) IS0 14004, Environmental management systems - General 

iii) Guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques 

b. Environmental Auditing (EA) 

i) ISO 1401 0, Guidelines for environmental auditing - General principles 

ii) ISO 1401 1, Guidelines for environmental auditing - Audit procedures - 

Auditing of environmental management systems 

iii) ISO 14012, Guidelines for environmental auditing - Qualification cntena 

for environmental auditors 

c. Environmental Performance Evaluation (EPE) 

i > ISO 1403 1, Guidelines on environmental performance evaluation 

4.2.2 Product Evaluation Standards 

a. Environmental Labeling (EL) 

i> IS O 14020, Goals and principles for environmental labeling 



ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

ISO 14021, Environmental labels and declarations - Self declaration of 

environmental claims - Tems and definitions 

ISO 14022, Environmental labels and declarations - Self declaration of 

environmental claims - Syrnbols 

ISO 14023, Environmental Iabels and declarations - Self declaration of 

environmental claims - Testing and venfication methodologies POTE: 

ISO 1402 1 - 14023 have recently merged into one document.] 

ISO 14024, Environmental labels and declarations - Environmental 

labeling - Type I - Guiding principles and procedures 

ISO 14025, Environmental labeling - Type III labeling 

b. Life Cycle Assessrnent &CA) 

i) ISO 14040, Life cycle assessrnent - Pnnciples and fiamework 

ii) ISO 14041, Life cycle assessment - Goals and definitions/scope and 

inventory anal ysis 

iii) ISO 14042, Life cycle assessment - Impact assessment 

iv) ISO 14043, Life cycle assessrnent - Improvement assessment 

c. ISO Guide 64 (formerly ISO 14060) - Guide for the inclusion of 

environmental aspects in product standards 

ISO 14050, Tems and definitions - Guide on the principles for ISOfïC 207 

terminology work. This document is linked to the entire ISO 14000 series of standards. 



The focus of this study is on the organization evaiuation standards within the ISO 

14000 series; specificall y ISO 1400 1 EMS specification, and the supporting guidance 

documents, ISO 14004 and ISO 14010/11/12 the environmental auditing standards. 

4.3 ISO 14001, Environmental Management Systems - Specification with Guidance 

for Use 

As previously mentioned, ISO 14001 is the only specification standard within the 

senes, and as such, the only one that c m  be used in third party certification (registration) 

andlor self declaration. Elements within the standard must be fulfilled in order to meet 

the specifications (requirements) of certification. In order for a third party registrar to 

gant  certification (the term registration is used in the United States for legal reasons), the 

elements of the standard must be implemented and documented with evidence that the 

EMS has in fact been fully integrated into the organization. It is also possible for 

organizations to self-certiQ to the standard, whereby second parties accept self 

declarations, thereby avoiding the high cost of third party involvement. 

An organization's EMS is judged against this standard, and once certified, the 

organization may declare that it has implemented a documented EMS that is consistently 

followed. Although irnplied, certification does not mean that the organization produces 

more environmentally sound products, or that its activities or services are more 

environmentally conscious. 



The following table lists the International ISO regisirations as of September, 

1998. Japan leads with 1091, followed by the United Kingdom at 800 registrations and 

Gemany with 630 (Hart 1998a). 

Table 1: International ISO registration 

Estimated worldwide certifications: 5.446 

Argentina 
Australia 
Austria 

Lebanon 1 
Liechtenstein 1 
Malaysia 46 
Mexico 30 

- - 1 Belgium 10 
Morocco 1 1 

1 Canada 60 The Netherlands 299 1 
New Zealand 9 1 

1 China 32 Northem Ireland 2 1 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Czech Republic 
D enmark 150 
EgYPt 15 

Pakistan 1 
Philippines 20 
Poland 8 
Portugal 2 

1 France 110 Scotland 5 1 
1 Finland 90 Singapore 50 

Siovenia 2 
Hong Kong 

Iceland 

South M c a  25 1 
Spain 81 
Sweden 292 
S witzerland 251 1 

1 Indonesia 26 Taiwan 242 1 

1 Israel 1 Turkey 11 1 
United Arab Emirates 
United Kuigdom 
United States 

Japan 1 ,O9 1 
Korea (South) 247 



The specification is stmctured as follows, with five core elements (in bold) 

defining the EMS: 

Introduction 

Scope 

References 

Definitions 

Environmental management system requirements 

General requirements 

1. Environmental Policy 

2. Planning 

Environmental aspects 

Legal and other requirements 

Objectives and targets 

Environmental management program 

3. Implementation and Operation 

S tnicture and responsibility 

Training, awareness and cornpetence 

Communication 

Environmental management system documentation 

Document control 

Operational control 

Emergency preparedness and response 



4. Checking pnd Corrective Actions 

Monitoring and measurement 

Nonconformance and corrective and preventive action 

Records 

Environmental management system audit 

5, Management Review 

Following the specification, are îhree informative annexes; 

Annex A - Guidance on the use of the specification, 

Amex B - Links between ISO 14001 & ISO 9000, and 

Annex C - Bibliography. 

The following sections will provide details on the components of the ISO 14001 

EMS standard. 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The introduction begins by describing an increased concem that organizations 

have to "achieve and demonstrate sound environmental performance". Dnven by 

increasing legislation, concem fiom interested parties, and sustainable development, "a 

structured management system integrated within the overall management activity" would 

be required for effectiveness. The intent of ISO 14001 is to provide organizations with 

the basic elements of an effective management system to control the environmental 

impacts of organizations' activities, products and services. 



It also includes the following statement which is reminiscent of that which was 

seen earlier in the BS 7750 standard: "does not establish absolute requirements for 

environmental performance beyond commitment, in the policy, to cornpliance with 

applicable legislation and regdations and to continual improvement. Thus two 

organizations canying out similar activi ties but havùig di fferent environmental 

performance may both comply with its requirements". 

It also states that this standard 'contains only those requirements that may be 

objectively audited for certificationkegistration purposes and/or self-declaration 

purposes". It is "applicable to al1 types and sizes of organizations and to accommodate 

diverse geographical, cultural and social conditions". It is not intended to apply to aspects 

of occupational health and safety management, and therefore these aspects won't be 

audited. 

Finally, it refers to the fact that the standard need not be established independently 

of any aiready existing management system, it should be integrated into the 

organization's overall management system. 

4.3.2 Scope 

This section establishes the intent of the ISO 14001 standard. It clearly states that 

"it does not itself state specific environmental performance criteria". 1t provides the 

requirements for an EMS in order for an organization to be able to "foxmulate a policy 

and objectives taking into account legislative requirements and information about 



significant environmental impacts", and it only applies to environmental effects that the 

organization can control or has influence over. 

4.3.3 Definitions 

Included in the standard is a section of defuitions of t ems  used within the specification. 

4.3.4 Environmental Management System Requirements 

Section 4 of the standard states the requirements of the EMS, and contains five 

core elements and sub-elements. Together the 17 elements define an environmental 

management fiarnework that requires some procedures, or documents andor records to 

be established and maintained. The following sections will describe the elements and 

their specific requirements. 

4.3.5 Environmental PoIicy 

According to ISO 14001, an environmental policy is defined as a "sratement by 

the organization of its intentions and pnnciples, in relation to its overall environmental 

performance which provides a fiamework for action and for the setting of its 

environmental objectives and targets". The environmental policy reflects the 

organization's level of commitment to the environment, its values and mission, and 

provides direction for the organization's environmental commitments. 

In order to successfully implement an EMS, commitment nom al1 levels of 

emplo y ees and management is required. Most importantly though, is visible commi trnent 
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of top management. "Top management" may be defined differently in organizations 

according to their structure, but al1 must reflect belief in the initiative for it to be 

success fiil. 

The environmental policy in the standard in fact requires that "top management 

shall define the organization's environmental policy and ensure that ...", reflecting the 

integral role top management is required to play. The environmental policy has six key 

elements that must be addressed. The h t  requires that the policy statement be 

"appropriate to the nature, scale and environmental impacts of its activities, products or 

senices". It must also: 

commit to continual improvement, prevention of pollution and to comply with 

relevant environmental Iegislation, regulations, and other requirements to which 

the organization subscribes 

provide a fiamework for setting and reviewing environmental objectives and 

targets 

be documented, implemented, maintained, and communicated to al1 employees 

available to public 

The cornmitment to continual improvement refers to improvement of the 

"management system", not environmental performance. There is no obligation within the 

standard to continually improve environmental performance. 

A cornmitment to comply with legislation, regulations and other requirements to 

which an organization subscnbes, Mplies that an organization can conform to the 

standard's requirements, even though it is not in cornpliance with environmental 



legislation. This is because, the organization is only required to make a commitment to 

comply. The organization must also comply with any other cornrnitments, industrial 

standards, intemal policies and programs to which it subscribes. However, there is an 

expectation that continued compliance with an EMS and continual improvement, would 

eventually result in regdatory compliance. 

The concept of prevention of polhtion, requires that the organization consider 

opportunities to prevent pollution. ISO defines prevention of pollution as 'uses of 

processes, practices, matenals or products that avoid, reduce or control pollution, which 

rnay include recycling, treatment, process changes, control mechanisms, efficient use of 

resources and materia1 substitution". This concept is very important, and becomes even 

more crucial when objectives, targets and programs are developed. Finally, the policy 

m u t  be made available to the public. 

4.3.6 Planning 

The planning phase has four components, which are the essence of the EMS. The 

first requirernent, is for a procedure to identiQ the 'environmental aspects of the 

organization's activities, products and services", over which it can control and influence, 

in order to determine the environmental impacts which are significant. Environmental 

aspect is defmed as an "element of an organization's activities, products or services that 

can interact with the environment", while an environmental impact is defined in the 

standard as "any change to the environment, whether adverse or beneficial, wholly or 

partially resulting fiom an organization's activities, products or services". The 
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organization is then required to consider the significant aspects in the development of its 

environmental objectives, and to keep this information up to date. 

The next procedure required in the planning phase, is one that identifies and 

allows access to, any legal and other obligations that may affect the organization, or to 

which the organization subscribes, "that are applicable to the environmental aspects of 

the organization's activities, products and s e ~ c e s " .  

The organization is also required to develop and document environmental 

objectives and targets "for each relevant function within the organization", while 

considering, 

legal and other requirements 

significant environmental aspects 

technologicaI options 

financial requirements 

operational requirements 

business requirements 

views of interested parties 

Finally, the Planning element of the specification requires that programs or action 

plans be developed and carried out to meet the environmental objectives and targets. 

Included within these pians are the "designation of responsibility, means and time fiame'' 

by which they are to be completed. There is an additional note that requires any "new 



developments, and new or modified activities, products or services" to be designed to 

meet the requirements of the environmentai management program. 

4.3.7 Implementation And Operation 

The previous sections described the essential components of the ISO EMS. The 

hplementation and Operation element describes supplementary components that are 

required for the system to properly function. The first of the sub-elements is Structure and 

responsibility, which requires that "roles, responsibility and authorities" be defined, 

recorded, and that this information is communicated. It also defines a role for 

management, to provide the resources necessary to irnplement and maintain the EMS. It 

defines resources as "hurnan resources and specialized skills, technology and financial 

resources". Management is also required to appoint management representatives that will: 

ensure that the EMS is developed and implemented according to the 

specification, and 

report to top management on EMS performance, and as a base for EMS 

improvement 

In addition to defining responsibilities for those individuals required to facilitate 

the EMS, training needs must be identified for dl persons that "may create a significant 

impact on the environment". Appropriately this section is titled Training, awareness and 

cornpetence. Raising of employee awareness procedures for the following issues are 

required: 



importance of an employee's conformance to the EMS policy, procedures and 

requirements, and their roles and responsibilities to achieve this, and the 

"potential consequences of departure from speci fied operating procedures", 

the actual or potential significant environmental impacts that may arise fiom 

their activities, and the environmental benefits of better personal performance 

The organization is required to have procedures that address intemal 

communication within the organization and extemal communication fiom interested 

parties with respect to the EMS and environmental aspects. The organization is also asked 

to consider, and subsequently record its decision regarding cornmunicating information 

extemally relating to significant environmental aspects. 

The organization is required to have information that describes the EMS'S core 

elements and their interactions, and it should also provide directions to other relevant 

documents. This can be in paper or electronic fom. 

Procedures for managing documents are required. The procedures must address 

issues such as defined locations, periodic document review, availability of curent 

documents at respective locations, and instructions for obsolete document replacement 

and retention. 

Operations that are associated with significant environmental aspects are 

identified in order to insure that the policy, objectives and targets are met. Procedures are 

required to address maintenance, potential deviations, and communication of these 

procedures and requirements to suppliers and contractors. 



Procedures are required to "identify potential for and respond to accidents and 

emergency situations, and for preventing and mitigating" the associated environmental 

impacts. Cment emergency preparedness and response procedures require review and 

possible revision, and it is advised these procedures be tested. 

4.3.8 Checking and Corrective Action 

Documented procedures are required to regularly monitor and measure the 

operations and activities that may have a significant impact on the environment, and for 

evaluating cornpliance with the relevant environmental legislation. 

Procedures are required for defining responsibility and authonty for: 

nonconformance handling and investigation 

actions to mitigate impacts 

initiating and complethg corrective and preventive action 

Changes in the operations due to the corrective and preventive action require 

documentation. 

Training, audit results and reviews require records that are "legible, identifiable 

and traceable to the activity" , and must be protected and easily retrievable if necessary. 

These records are required in order to demonstrate conformance to the standard. 

Programs and procedures are required for penodic EMS audits. They address 

scope, fiequency, methods, responsibilities, and reports, and are conducted in order to: 

determine if the EMS confonns to the standard 

implemented properly, and 



provide audit results to management 

4.3.9 Management Review 

Top management is required to review the EMS at predetermined intervals to 

ensure: 

continuing suitability 

adequacy, and 

effectiveness 

Potential changes to policy, objectives and other elements are addressed based on 

audit results, changing circumstances and the cornmitment to continual improvement. 

The specification is followed by two annexes, that unlike EMAS, are not 

requirementç, rather they meant to provide some darification. The first, an informative 

annex "gives additional infornation and is intended to avoid rnisinterpretation", while 

annex B defines links between ISO 14001 and ISO 9001. 

4.3.1 0 Annex A 

Annex A reiterates the specification's intent "that the implementation of an 

envkonrnental management system described by the specification will resdt in improved 

environmenta1 performance". This is based on b6hprovements in its EMS are intended to 

result in additionaI improvements in environmentd performance", but it continues to 

state that "although some improvement in environmental performance can be expected 



due to the adoption of a systematic approach, it shouId be understood that the EMS is a 

tool which enables the organization to achieve and systematically conîrol the level of 

environmental performance that it sets itself'. Finally it summarizes and states, ''the 

establishment and operation of the EMS will not, in itself, necessarily result in imrnediate 

reduc tion of adverse environmental impact". 

The specification continues to state that the system should enable an organization 

to: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

establish an environmental policy appropriate to itself 

identiQ environmental aspects of the organization's past/ present and future 

activities, products or senrices to determine significant environmental impacts 

identiQ legislative and regulatory requirements 

identiQ prioriries and set appropriate objectives and targets 

establish a structure and progam(s) to implement policy and achieve 

objectives and targets 

facilitate planning, control, monitoring, corrective action, auditing and review 

activities to ensure policy and EMS are complied with and appropriate 

be capable of adapting to changing circumstances 

The Annex adds detail, and expands on the bnef instructions contained w i t h  the 

specification for almost every element. Some elements contain no additional information, 

but state îhat 'text may be included in a future revision". 



4.3.11 Annex B 

Annex B identifies links between ISO 14001 and ISO 9001. " The objective of the 

cornparison is to demonstrate the combinability of both systems". 

4.4 1SO 14004: Environmental Management Systems - General Guidelines on 

Principles, Systems and Supporting Techniques 

ISO 14004 is a guidance document that in very broad ternis is intended only to 

provide help and advice in the development and implementation of an EMS, and cannot 

be used as  audit critena. The influence of the CSA 2750 guidance standard on ISO 

14004, can be seen in the structure of the document; after al1 Canada, represented by CSA 

was the key player in cirafting ISO 14004. ISO 14004 was published as a final 

international standard in September 1996 (ISO 1996b), and is scheduled to undergo 

revisions beginning 1999. 

ISO 14004 is based on five principles, each of which reflects the five core 

elements of ISO 1400 1. 

Principle 1 - Cornmitment and policy 

An organization should define its environmental policy and ensure cornmitment to 

its EMS. 

Principle 2 - Planning 

An orgunlzation should fmulate a plan tu fulfill its environmental policy. 

Principle 3 - Implementation 



For effective implemenration, an organization should develop the capabilities and 

support mechanisms necessmy to achieve ifs environmental policy, objectives and 

fargets. 

PrincipIe 4 - Measurement and evahation 

An organization should measure, rnonitor and evaluate its environmental 

performance. 

Principle 5 - Review and improvernent 

An organization shouZd review and continually improve its environmental 

management system, with the O bject of improving its overall environmental 

performance. 

Preceding the five pnnciples, is an introduction, containing an Overview which 

describes the purpose of this standard, and what the implernentation of an EMS is 

expected to accomplish. Included in this Overview are ten key principles for managers 

irnplementing an EMS. The second section within the introduction, titled 'Benefits of 

Having an EMS", descnbes how an EMS can "provide confidence to its interested 

parties", and some potential benefits that may be "associated with an effective EMS". 

The standard provides information and advice followed by examples and 

important considerations, in the form of practical help boxes. The information found here 

is meant to facilitate the development and implementation of an EMS. Although the ISO 

14004 standard contains the word "should" throughout the document, it is not a 

specification and is not intended to be audited. Some of the guideluies address 

requirements of ISO 14001, while others go beyond the specification. For example, in the 
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Cornmitment and Policy section, the standard ernphasizes the importance of top 

management cornmitment for the successfûl implementation of an EMS. Clearly without 

full cornmitment corn top management, the EMS initiative is sure to fail. This in fact is a 

requirement of the ISO 14001 policy, whereby "top management shall define the 

organization's environmental policy and .. .", while, the following initial review, 

descnbed in ISO 14004, is not required by ISO 14001, (it was a requirement of EMAS) 

but is a logical step to undertake in order to ascertain the organization's position before 

attempting to conforni to the ISO 14001 standard. 

Other segments that go beyond the scope of ISO 14001 can also be found in this 

document. For example, the standard provides practical help in developing an 

environmental policy, suggests that the guiding principles in &ex A, can be used to 

ciraft a policy. Some of the recommendations within the guidance go beyond the narrower 

requirements of the ISO 14001 standard. For example, ISO 14004 suggests that when 

drafting an appropnate policy, "a detailed review" of The Rio Declaration and the ICC 

Business Charter found in Annex A should be included. It also suggests the embodiment 

of life cycle thinking should be considered. 

The Planning section provides some definition and exarnples, as well as issues to 

consider when trying to comprehend and interpret the cryptic language of ISO 14001. 

Although more, much needed, definition is given to the terms, and helpful examples are 

included, there still lacks a clear "how to" set of instructions on fûlfilling the standard's 

requirements. This section, addresses: 



identification of environmental aspects and evaluation of associated 

environmental impacts 

legal requïrements 

environmental policy 

intemal performance criteria 

environmental objectives and targets 

environmental plans and management program. 

Implernentation describes the importance of havhg the proper resources; human, 

physical and hancial to cany out the implementation of an EMS. Other integral factors 

that lead to a properly fûnctioning EMS, are ident img pesons for responsibility and 

accountability, and assigning roles, ensuring that awareness in the organization exists and 

that motivation is maintained. The role of top management's cornmitment requirement is 

a common thread throughout the document. Irnperative to ail having responsibility in 

achieving the environmental objectives and targets is ensuring that the necessary 

howledge, skills and training are given. The scope rnay vary according to the role each 

individual plays. 

Communication of results is required on an intemal level within the organization, 

and some organizations also coxnmunicate externally on their environmental activities. 

Identi-g and establishing processes for two-way vertical and horizontal 

communication will allow the system to continually grow and improve. A process for 

response fiom interested parties (including employees) is essential for continual 



improvement and motivation/moral. This section also describes in a practical help box, 

what items may be included in a report, and how an organization can report 

environmental information. 

EMS documentation is addressed in the following section. Maintainhg clear and 

complete documentation pertaining to the system that is readily understood and available 

is imperative to the system's successful integration and implementation. 

The document also suggests areas of an organization that may require adjustrnent 

to their operations in order to conform to the environmental policy, objectives and targets 

that the EMS requires. Emergency preparedness and response plans and procedures are 

part of any EMS, but sequentially play a substantial role in a due diligence defense, 

should a potential liability arise. 

Measurernent and evahation descnbes the requirement of checking any syst em as 

a key component of closing the loop. Monitoring and measuring performance against the 

environmental objectives and targets require processes to ensure reliabifity of data and to 

identify and document appropriate indicators and measures. Additionally, corrective and 

preventive actions must be in place, and their effectiveness must be measured and 

documented. Examples of records and information that must be kept and managed are 

included, followed by the requirement to conduct penodic intemal audits. 

Review and Improvement describes some of the components necessary, to review 

and continually improve the EMS in order to improve the overall environmental 

performance. 

The guidance is followed by two informative annexes. k m e x  A contains two 

examples of international guiding principles; The Rio Declaration on Environment and 
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Development, and the ICC Business Charter for SustiinabIe Development. Annex B is 

the bibliography, that has incorporated portions of the ISO Auditing standards 

14010/11/12 into the guidance. 

4.5 ISO 14010,14011, an 14012: Auditing Standards 

4.5.1 Environmental Auditing 

Whether the organization is undertaking a penodic intemal audit as required by 

the ISO 14001 specification or the organization is undergoing the certification process, 

auditing assesses the organization's environmental management processes against its 

environrnental policy and stated objectives. 

According to ISO 14001, the organization "shall establish and maintain a prograrn 

and procedure for periodic environmental management systern audits to be canied out" in 

order to check if the EMS confonns to the plans of environmental management, and to 

provide managers with these results for review and continuous improvement. Auditing is 

an integral part of the standard. Periodic environmental audits (intemal) described above 

do not have any prescnbed time kame, but a schedule based on the organization's 

discretion is required. This auditing process is a requirement of the standard. 

Should an organization choose to become certified to ISO 14001 through self- 

declaration or third party audit, they must be able to prove confurmance to . the 

requirements of the standard. A third party audit (extemal audit) allows for independent 

verification of the EMS'S conformance to the ISO 14001 standard. This audit may also 



integrate the ISO 1401 011 1/12 audithg standards. A self-dedaration of conformance may 

use the results of intemal audits, while also having incorporated the ISO 140 10/11/12 

auditing standards if they so choose. 

Environmental auditing is an important component of the comprehensive 

approach to environmental management. The auditing standards within the ISO 14000 

series are briefly sumrnarized below. Al1 three auditing documents are guidance 

documents : 

1. ISO 140 10, Guidelines for environmental auditing - General principles 

2. ISO 14011, Guidelines for environmental auditing - Audit procedures - 

Auditing of environmental management systems 

3. ISO 140 12, Guidelines for environmenta1 auditing - Qualification criteria for 

environmental auditors 

The ISO 14010/11/12 auditing standards were published in October 1996. They 

are intended for auditon, (including intemal, third party and companies that certiQ 

auditors) rather than for the party that will be audited. These are standards to which third 

party registrars must comply, defining general pnnciples of performing audits and proper 

conduct, how to carry out an audit and finally the required qualifications of ISO auditors. 

4.5.2 ISO 14010 Guidelines for environmental auditing - General principles 

This document provides generaI principles used in environmental audits to 

organizations, auditors and their clients. ISO 14010 defines an audit as a 'kystematic, 

documented venfication process of objectively obtaining and evaluating evidence to 
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detemine whether specified environmental activities, events, conditions, management 

systems, or information about these matters -conforni with audit criteria, and 

communicating the renilts of this process to the client" (ISO 1996~). The client sets the 

scope of the audit, and the auditors must be independent of the activities to ensure 

objectivity. The audit conclusions indude both audit finduigs and "judgment or opinions" 

about the audit process. 

4.5.3 ISO 14011 Guidelines for environmental auditing - Audit procedures - 
Auditing of environmental management systems 

ISO 1401 1 establishes audit procedures for planning and perfomiing an audit of 

an EMS to determine if the Company is meeting the goals of their environmental policies 

and conforms to the audit criteria; it is applicable to al1 types and sizes of organizations 

operating an EMS. Although EMS audits are a requirement of ISO 14001, the use of 

1401 1 is not, which may cause some confusion. It is expected though, that the registrar 

will use ISO 140 1 1 during a registration audit. One of the important features of ISO 

1401 1 is that the auditor is required to assess the intemal management review process. 

Audit findings must be based on factual evidence, while the inclusion of audit 

conclusions is optional. 



4.5.4 ISO 14012 Guidelines for environmental auditing - Quaiifkation criteria for 

environmental auditors 

ISO 14012 provides guidance on qualification nitena for environmental auditon 

and lead auditors for both interna1 and extemal audits. The standard is followed by two 

informative annexes. Annex A describes the evduation of the environmental auditors' 

qualifications, and Annex B describes the Environmental auditor registration bodies. 

Again, ISO 14001 does not require the use of this standard for an auditor, but they may 

choose to do so (von Zharen 1996). 

It should be mentioned that an analysis and applicability of the ISO 14000 series 

of standards is provided in the discussion chapter of this thesis. 



5. MANITOBA HYDROCS EMS 

As a member of the Canadian Electricity Association (CEA), Manitoba Hydro, 

dong with other member utilities across Canada, is pariicipating in an industry-wide 

environmental initiative known as the Environmental Cornmitment and Responsibility 

Prograrn (the ECR Program). In adopting this initiative, Manitoba Hydro makes "a 

cornmitment to implement an environmental management system (EMS) consistent with 

the international standard - ISO 14001". This second element of the ECR Program, is the 

focus of this study. 

The EMS implementation schedule as required by the ECR Program, obliges 

Corporate and Generation Business Units of CEA Utilities to irnplement their EMSs by 

December 3 1, 1999. Transmission and Distribution, and other remaining Business Units 

are to implement by December 3 1, 2002. Within the Program, each electric utility is 

given fkeedom to determine the direction and scope of implementation best suited for 

their organization. The ECR Program is flexible, and contains no prescribed mandate on 

the organizations' EMS structures. 

Manitoba Hydro resolved to develop and implement four EMSs within the 

corporation, one for each of four respective Business Units; Corporate, Power Supply, 

Transmission and Distribution, and Customer Service and Marketing. Manitoba Hydro 

has begun to develop and implement EMSs for the Corporate and Power Supply Business 

Units. The Business Units are made up of Divisions, and in the case of Power Supply, the 

Generating Stations and Converter Stations report within two of the six Divisions. It was 



decided that each separate facility/operation was to develop their own Local EMS 

(LEMS), and that the cumulative LEMSs would establish the Business Units' EMS. Each 

facility/operation would have its own environmental objectives, that must incorporate the 

corporate environmental policy, other commitments, and conform to the overall business 

plan. There are many overlaps and Mages  between Business Units. The same would be 

true for the EMSs. 

Transmission & 

Figure 3: Corporate Structure of Manitoba Hydro 

The Power Supply Business Unit has six Divisions - Finance and Administration, 

Generation North, Generation South, High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC), Power 



Planning and Operations and Engineering Services. Hydraulic generating stations Kelsey, 

Kenle, Long Spruce, Limestone, Laurie River and the Churchill River Diversion are in 

Generation North. Generation South has Jenpeg, Grand Rapids, four Winnipeg River 

Stations, and the Brandon and Selkirk Thermal generating stations. HVDC h& the 

Dorsey, Radisson and Henday converter facilities. In addition, these and other Divisions 

have various engineering, environmental and technical departments. The generation and 

converter stations are developing LEMSs. 

The following figure depicts the relationship between the Power Supply Business 

Unit and some local EMSs. 

Figure 4: Power Supply EMS with Local EMSs (LEMSs) 



nie  relationship between the Corporate EMS and cumulative LEMSs is 

analogous to the Power Supply EMS. 

The development and irnplementation of the EMS at Manitoba Hydro, was 

initiated by the establishment of a dedicated EMS team. A Corporate Business Unit 

Coordinator was first named, that would oversee the entire underiaking, and be 

responsible for the development and implementation of the Corporate EMS, through the 

cumulative Corporate LEMSs. Other duties also included keeping top management 

(PresidenKEO of Manitoba Hydro) infonned of progress. In addition, a Power Supply 

(Generation) Business Unit Coordinator position was also created, who reports to the 

Vice President of Power Supply. This individual, is responsible for the development and 

implementation of the cumulative Generation LEMSs, thar would subsequently give rise 

to the Power Supply EMS. The Manitoba Hydro EMS team was Iater extended, by the 

addition of an administrator and advisor. In addition to the core Manitoba Hydro tearn, 

three external consultants were contracted to advise and guide the team through the EMS 

deveIopment and implementation stages. Eventually, Coordinators for al1 the Business 

Units will be narned, 

Prior to a LEMS development, a Iocd coordinator would be identified that was 

responsible for organizing the local development initiative within that facility/operation. 

Assistance fkom the EMS team would be provided. Generally, one Manitoba Hydro EMS 

team member worked with a consultant to form a mùii-team, to provide guidance in 

awareness, interpretation, development and implementation of the LEMS. 



Before beginning the development of Manitoba Hydro's EMSs, an initial 

assessment was conducted in one of the thermal generating stations, to determine how the 

in place management of Manitoba Hydro's environmental issues confonns to the 

requirements of the ISO 14001 EMS. An extemal party canied out the initial assessment 

which yielded no surprises. As one individual in Hydro - Québec, so accurately 

characterized the situation at an ECR meeting, ' k e  (the utilities) have a lot of 

environmental management (programs), but not a lot of system". 

Ofien times the t e m  gap anal'ysis is used synonymously with an environmental 

assessment. However, this is inaccurate, as a gap analysis measures gaps fiom the 

prescribed system requirements, on an already existing environmental management 

system, while an initial assessment is used to establish direction for the development of 

an EMS where one does not exist. The assessment began with a walk around and sites 

visits, and was foIlowed by numerous interviews and finally, a document review. 

The first crucial step in the development of Manitoba Hydro's EMS had been 

taken. "Gaps" had been identified, but transIating recommendations into action plans was 

one of the most challenging steps in the development and implementation process for the 

EMS. A recurring requirement was the need for formalizing plans, responsibilities, and 

elements of a management systern that was already in existence. Sirengths in Manitoba 

Hydro's environmental programs, were also identified, however they required integration 

into a system. 

Manitoba Hydro, while planning its activities created a Corporate Environmental 

Policy as required by ISO 14001. It drives and directs the EMS. The environmental 

policy included d l  six required elements of the ISO 14001 standard, and was shared with 
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every facility/operation that began their EMS development for input nom the staff. The 

policy belongs to every employee, and as such shodd dlow for input to refiect 

ownenhip. It is a living document, continually changing to continually improve. The 

intent of Manitoba Hydro, having received senior management cornmitment was to 

construct the EMS fkom the bottom up, allowing for input and participation from al1 

levels of employees, thus cultivating ownership and a sense of responsibility for the 

system. 



6. ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT OF EMS 

In the section on Environmental Management System Documentation of ISO 

14001, it States that "the organization shdl establish and maintain information, in paper 

or electronic f o m  ....", and m e r ,  the Document Control section describes the 

requirements that should be applied to al1 documents rnaintained within the system. Key 

to any successful management h e w o r k  is proper document management; it is dso a 

specific requirement of the ISO 14001EMS standard. 

Since the release of the ISO 14001 Standard in September of 1996, numerous 

databases and software tools have quickly appeared in the marketplace. Most of these 

software tools have been marketed as a panacea for every organization implementing the 

ISO 14001 specification. Some of the early software was advertised as if the software was 

the EMS. Software tools should be able to offer the following (Phyper 1997): 

adequately provide information on the ISO 14001 requirements 

allow for proper documentation of problems and storage of action items 

create reports on outstanding deficiencies 

provide tracking capabili ties 

allow users to input and, therefore assess other requirements that the 

organization may impose on itself (Le. corporatelplant policies and 

procedures). 

Manitoba Hydro is in the process of testing one software's capabilities, and 

whether it can be of any assistance to Manitoba Hydro, given the organization's structure, 



culîure and specific needs. One of the airns of this study was to test that software, 

specificall y, its ease of use and comprehensibility for managing environmental 

information required by the EMS standard. 

6.1 ICF Kaiser ISO 14000 Workstation 

The ICF Kaiser ISO 14000 Workstation selected by Manitoba Hydro was 

examined in order to determine its usefulness in developing and implementing the 

corporation's ISO 14001 EMS. It is a Lonis Notes based application that is compnsed of 

eight modules. Lncluded in the software package are oniine versions of ISO 14001 and 

ISO 14004, an online user guide, online audit guidance fkom Amenca Society for Testing 

and Materials (ASTM), and a demo database. 

Module 1. Assessrnent This first module includes a set of eighty-eight 

questions that precisely refiect the ISO 14001 specification in order to detemine how 

closefy the EMS in question confoms to the ISO 14001 requirements. It c m  be used as 

an assessment or gap analysis tool. Each section within the assessment module is linked 

to the specific correspondhg sections fiom ISO 14001 and ISO 14004 for fürther 

clarification, and contains ASTM audit guidance linked to each question. Responses to 

questions are scored between O to 4 where, 

Level O = not initiated 

Level 1 = under development 

Level2 = documented / developed 



LeveI3 = deployed 

Level4 = assessed / venfied / improved 

A total score for each of the five core EMS elements is detennined. Scores are 

interpreted in ranges of O to 25, 26 to 75, and 76 to 100, and are cross referenced to a 

general score interpretation for each of the five core elernents. 

Questions to be included in the assessment are chosen through a roundabout step 

by step process. Each question is followed by a "create action" option, which allows the 

creation of necessary steps to reach conformance. The actions created in this stage 

automatically appear on the next module; Conformance Plan. There is also room to add 

comrnents and insert supporting documents that can be linked, in order to prove 

confomance to the standard. This requires that the document is first created in another 

module, then linked to the assessment module. An example of some gap analysis 

questions can be seen in Appendix C of this thesis. 

Module 2. Conformance The information in this module can be used to manage 

the actions required by the organization to take in order to conform to the ISO 14001 

specification. This module contains al1 action plans. It lists both Action (confomance) 

and Corrective Action documents. These documents may be seen here, but are created 

elsewhere. The Action document onginates fiom the Assessrnent module, and the 

Corrective Action fiom the Implernentation module. The module lists Al1 Actionsl 

Actions /Corrective Actions. And within those one may choose AlVComplete/Incomplete, 

where m e r  details may be retrieved, such as: responsibility allocation, stafnng, 

scheduling, priority rating and tracking progress. 
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This module allows the tracking and management of actions required to progress 

towards confomiing to the standard. "Ali" view in tabular fom shows: date required, 

responsible person and other staff, completed would show the same, except with 

completion date, not yet completed includes due date, priority rating fiom 1-3; (l-hi, 2- 

med, 3-10}, responsibility, staff, statu, late actions, also mail can be fonvarded to people 

to remind them of responsibilities. One other icon represents the action's statu; red light- 

not started, yeIlow deferred, green sbited. This moduIe aIso d o w s  for context specific 

retrieval of the ISO 14001 and 14004 standard references. 

Module 3. Supporting Documents Allows documents required to meet the ISO 

14001 EMS documentation specifications, to be developed and managed here, with 

version identification, distribution, updates, and archiving abilities. A supporting 

document cm be created in both the Assessment and Supporting Document modules. 

Supporting documents may be located by: 

the eIement in the ISO 14001 standard 

distribution list 

faciiity 

document author 

update responsibility 

subject: i.e. hazardous materiais, air 

type: i.e. policy, objectives and targets 

update due date and, 



archived : stores outdateâ documents 

Module 4. Records EMS records are developed, stored, controlied and archived 

in this module. These can be tracked by location, subject, and date of collection. Record 

documents can be linked to Supporting documents of procedures in Module 3. This 

allows for more information to be provided in order to collect records accurately. The 

records may be located as in the list above of supporthg documents. A record includes 

the following data: 

facility 

title 

subject 

type (element of ISO standard) 

author 

date 

responsible for completion 

collection fiequency date 

copies distributed to 

supponed aeps (other ISO dements that would require this record) 

related documentsAinks 

comments 

content (place record here, may be imported fiom any location) 

Fhally, the records may also be archived and retrieved in this module. 



Module 5. Implementation ûrganizes and documents ail the elements required 

to comply with the ISO 14001 standard. Activities, products and services are identified 

with correspondhg environmental aspects, impacts, legislative requirements and other 

cornmitments, objectives, targets, operational controls, programs and 

monitoring/rneasurement and corrective action (if required). Al1 of these can be iinked to 

supporting documents, records and any other relevant document with comments. 

Module 6. Contents AI1 documents within the 8 modules of the database cm be 

quickly retrieved nom this module. The information is organized into the following 

categories, in alphabetical order, allowing for quick access: 

Action 

Activity 

Assessrnent 

Corrective action 

Product 

Record 

Reports setup 

Supporthg documents 

Module 7. Standards The full text of the ISO 14001 and 14004 standards 

are included within the database and can be easily accessed in this module. As previously 



mentioned, assessrnent and conformance plan modules also provide access to the 

standards. The standard may also be printed fiom the database. 

Module 8. Reports The reporting module has 2 components: repo&g and 

g r a p b g ,  whereby, text and graphical reports can be generated and p ~ t e d .  The reporting 

tool (text) may generate four reports; an ISO 14000 Gap Analysis Report, which 

summarizes assessment findings into question, m e r  and dernonstration, a Plans and 

Actions Report, where all/completed hcomplete can be tracked. A Performance Repori 

for activibes/products and services which include objectives, targets, actuai performance 

and a coiumn for conformance, and, a Corrective Action Report by responsible person, 

date and degree of completion. 

In order to nin the reporting tool and graphing tools, specific additional access is 

required. The graphing tool allows for the results of the 14001 assessment module to be 

presented graphically as bar charts depicting results. The first view presents a summary of 

the entire standard, while the other three views produce bar charts of the Planning 

element and sub-elements, Implementation and sub-elements, and Checking and 

corrective action with the respective sub-elements. Included in the database is dso a 

reference document entitled the "ISO 14001 Requirements for Procedures, 

Documentation, and Records", that in general ternis, descnbes the standard's 

requirements for each element of the ISO 14001 standard. 



6.2 ICF KAISER Software and Manitoba Hydro 

Typicdly, the initial step an organization commences with, when undertaking the 

implementation of an EMS, is the assessment 1 "gap analysis". The gap analysis assesses 

the organization's current EMS against the requirements of the specification. The results 

indicate the degree to which the organization's EMS conforms to the ISO 14001 standard, 

and helps define direction for the organization. 

A pilot study was undertaken at one of Manitoba Hydro's thermal generating 

stations. It was the first facility to undergo the assessment / "gap analysis", and to 

subsequently begin the development of an ISO 14001 EMS. The degree of conformance 

of MB Hydro's pre-ISO EMS to the ISO 14001 EMS, and the software's usability in the 

gap analysis were tested. The task was conducted by two ISO trained auditors from ICF 

Kaiser. Upon completion of the assessment, a report was generated that contained 

findings, documentary evidence and recornmendations. Ws report was generated using 

Microsoft Word, and not the reporting tool included in the sofnvare package. 1t was 

subsequently found that the reporting tool of the sofovare is not capable of producing 

such a "gap analysis" report. 

nie  questions generated by the software to be used in the gap analysis, directly 

reflect the language in which the specification is written. Manitoba Hydro personnel who 

were asked to respond to these questions, being unfamiliar with the tennùiology, were 

often unclear to the actual meaning of the questions, and required that the questions be 

rephrased. See Appendix C for sample questions. 



The gap analysis tool was tested a second thne on a corporate Division, by the 

author, (a member of Manitoba Hydro's EMS team) in order to determine that Division's 

conformance to the standard, and to evaluate the usefiilness of the tool. Based on the 

experience gained in the f i s t  gap analysis, al1 questions were translated into layterms, 

pnor to conducting the assessrnent, in order for it to be useful for the target audience 

(AppendixE). The process of using the soffware directly during the questions phase was 

found to be impractical as it would be too slow. Therefore, a11 questions had to be printed 

out first, and data entering was performed at a later t h e .  This was also done by the 

software representatives in the pilot study. The data enûy process was found to be very 

time consuming and was finally discontinued. Since the Gap Analysis module is divided 

into sections that reflect the standard's structure, enough data had been entered to observe 

the software's laborious, yet ineffective process, to justiS ceasing data entry, while still 

substantiating al1 following observations and conclusions. 

Finally, the software was analyzed during the EMS developrnental phase in order 

to determine its application, if any for that purpose. Each of the eight software modules 

was examined and analyzed during the planning, development and implementation stages 

of the Manitoba Hydro EMS, in order to explore its usefilness as a guidance, 

interpretation and developmental tool in addition to document control and management. 

It was not found to be of any assistance during the guidance, interpretation and 

developmental stages of the process. The software may be used for document control and 

electronic system management, which could also serve as a "road map" during an 

environmental audit. 



7. DISCUSSION 

7.1 Critical EvaIuation of the ISO 14001 Standard 

Much conhision has arisen fiom the ISO 14000 environmental management series 

of standards. Often called "environmental standards", they are commonly misconceived 

as "performance" standards for the environment, by both experienced enviromental 

professionals, and the public. There is an assurnption that the International Organization 

for Standardization has set standards for environmental protection as also supported by 

Gleckman and Knit 1997, but in fact, the ISO 14000 series are not performance or 

cornpliance standards, rather they are process standards. The standards offer an 

organization the tools and system to manage their environmental responsibilities, and to 

meet the goals that they have prescribed for themsebes. Herein lies more confusion that 

surrounds the standard. Two organizations that have "different enviromenta1 

performance" and different goals, may both be in confonnance with the specification, and 

may therefore be cenified (ISO 1996a). This doesn't reflect a level playing field, which 

was one of the original goals of the international standard. 

The ISO 14000 standards were based upon the same concept as the ISO 9000 

series of quality management standards. The ISO 9000 standards address process quality, 

rather than product quality, and therefore produce consistent product through process, and 

do not speci@ final quality objectives (Cascio et al 1996). The quality of the product is 

not defined by the standards, but is detnmined between customer and organization. 

Unless an organization is required to improve the quality of its product over time, or at 
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minimum, has a requirement which would define limits for acceptability, the standards 

appear to be deficient in substance. This too has been said of the ISO 14000 standards. 

Although the standards were developed according to the mandate of their authors, many 

believe that the standards do not make enough of a cornmitment to the environment, and 

that in order to mitigate pollution and affect other environmental issues, environmental 

goals are required (Cascio et al 1 996). 

Cornpliance with the ISO 14001 specification requires conformance to the 

standard, not the demonstration of environmentai performance. Simply put, ISO 14001 is 

a management system that in this case, addresses environmental issues. The premise 

behind the specification is that if the system is continually improved, eventually so 

should the organization's environmental performance. "Improvements in the 

environmental management system are intended to result in additional improvements in 

environmental performance", but, it also continues on to state that, adopting the standard, 

"will not in itself guarantee optimal environmental outcomes"(IS0 1996a). 

Moreover, when an organization seeks certification, it defines the scope of the 

certification audit. This may include single or multiple sites, facilities, or processes, and 

may exclude others. This offers a corporation the flexibility to register units separately (as 

in the case of SaskPower) or under one certificate (as is considered by Manitoba Hydro). 

However, this flexibility also allows for a very misleading situation to &se, whereby a 

facility receives ISO 14001 certification, but only for their narrowly defined scope. Such 

an occurrence took place in Ontario Hydro, where a nuclear generating station was ISO 

14001 certified, but the scope of the audit excluded the nuclear generating process 

(Camplong 1998), which can potentially impact the environment significantly. Should a 
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serious situation arise at this facility, it would reflect badly on ail utilities, while 

discrediting the ISO certification, and potentially the ECR program. 

Conformance to the EMS specification is met by implementing d l  procedures, 

documents andor records, as prescribed by the different eelments of the standard. The 

specification compels an organization to address the way its activities, products and 

sentices may affect the environment. This in tum induces the organization to identiQ, 

examine and question numerous environmental issues that may not have received prior 

attention. This process also gives way for the organization to look at the issues in a 

different perspective, not only in tems of "end of the pipe" solutions, rather finding 

opponunities to affect environmental interactions positively and proactively. 

hplernentation of the EMS whether it fails or succeeds, will undoubtedly increase staff 

and management awareness of environmental issues. 

One of the major sturnbling blocks to using the EMS specification is the language 

in which it has been written. Unclear wording, that is open to broad and varied 

interpretations, poses problems for any organization implementing the standard. Not only 

does the organization stmggle to elucidate the standard's requirements (Appendix E), but 

îhen cannot be sure that its interpretations will match those of the extemal certification 

auditor, should the organization choose to become certified. The standard requires funher 

clarification in a number of areas, and will be revisited in 1999 (Hart 1998a), at which 

time hopefully, some of these issues will be addressed and rectified, based on expenences 

to date. "Clax-ity and consistency in the standard's definitions of various tools and 

strategies, and their order of preference, will make it easier for facilities to understand 

what they should be striving toward to improve their EMSs9'(Barkett 1998). 
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The five core elements and respective sub-elements descnbe the environmental 

management system in tems of a PLAN - DO - CHECK - ACT strategy, while 

continually improving the system. The POLICY stage describes six requirements that 

m u t  be included within the policy statement. One of the requirements is k a t  a 

cornmitment is made to continual improvement of the systein, and to prevention of  

pollution, which is defined in the standard as "use of processes, practices, materials or 

products that avoid, reduce or control pollution, which may include recycling, treatment, 

process changes, control mechanisms, efficient use of resources and materid substitution. 

The phrase prevention of pollution as descnbed in the standard includes "end of the pipe" 

solutions, which is different fkom pollution prevention, which in the United States has 

been defined as  "source reduction" and has legal implications. A cornmitment to 

prevention of pollution is defined in the policy, and again in the objectives and targets, 

requiring them to be consistent with this comrnitment. The inclusion of a waste 

minimization hierarchy may help to elucidate the "commitment to prevention of 

pollution". 

The organization, within its policy, is required to commit to comply with relevant 

environrnental legislation and O ther requirements. Surprisingly, an organization c m  be 

certified to ISO 14001 while not being in cornpliance with al1 the environmental 

legislation. This organization m u t  only be able to dernonstrate conformance to the 

system (cornmitment to comply) rather than cornpliance to relevant legislation. During an 

environmental certification audit, the auditor will veri& that these cornmitments are 

fulfilled, in addition to the requirernents of the standard. In the case of Manitoba Hydro, 



"other requirements" refers to their Sustainable Development Principles, ECK and al1 

other programs, initiatives and commitments made. 

The PLANNING stage requires that an organization's environmental aspects over 

which it has controt or influence are identified; environmental aspect being an 'element 

of an organization's activities, products or senices that can interact with the 

environment". It is required to determine which aspects have or can have a significant 

environmentai impact; environmental impact defined as "'my change to the environment, 

whether adverse or benencial, wholly or partially resulting nom an organization's 

activities, products or services". Clear definition or direction is very much absent fÏom 

this section. "Significant" is not defined in the standard, and is only developed slightly 

further in ISO 14004. The standard does not address environmental impacts, rather it 

addresses environmental aspects, which are mentioned again in Annex A very bnefly. No 

clear direction or clarification is given to these tems that are the nucleus around which 

the entire system is built. 

n i e  standard requires a procedure to "identiv and have access to legal and other 

requirernents" applicable to the environmental aspects (not only significant ones). A 

register is not obligatory as in EMAS or BS 7750, rather a process for identification and 

continuous flow of information is required. 'Ihis product would in fact be a list of 

relevant legislation and other requirements. 

When establishing environmental objectives and targets the organization has to 

"consider" legal and other requirements, signi ficant environmental aspects, technological 

options, financial, operational and business requirements, and the views of interested 

parties. Without performance requirernents, the word bbconsider" allows for the dismissal 
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of any environmental objectives and targets as long as they are justifie& The programs 

implemented will ultimateIy depend on the level of commiûnent the organization has 

made, and has stated in its policy and pollution prevention stmtegies. 

Unlike the concept of EVABAT in EMAS, best available technology 'where 

economically viable, is not required by ISO 14001, in order to avoid prescribing 

performance. The introduction does make reference to best available technology; "in 

order to achieve environmental objectives, the EMS should encourage organizations to 

"consider" implernentation of the best availabIe technology, where appropriate and where 

econornically viable". These are not requirements of the standard. Although this is 

repeated once again in Annex A, where EVABAT may be an option, 'khere 

economically viable, cost effective and judged appropriate by the organization". The fact 

that EVABAT was rnentioned a number of times, albeit not in the specification, but in the 

introduction and Annex, points to the compromises made by TC 207 between those that 

wanted to include it in the specification and those that thought it was too performance 

onented (Baker 1998). The same cm be said of many of the requirements that were part 

of the BS 7750 standard, that were incorporated into ISO 14001's Annex. The use of 

c 4 ~ ~ f t "  words such as appropriate, and consider open oppomuiities for organizations to 

minimize the investrnents they make in the systern so long as they substantiate their 

decisions. 

IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION describes the necessary components 

required to implement the programs, which allow the system to hc t ion .  Communication 

horizontal1 y and vertical1 y, awareness training for al1 emplo yees, and speci fic continual 

education, for those whose activities may cause significant impacts, is essential to the 
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Unplementation phase. ISO 14001 doesn't require the organization to monitor 

contractors, A ~ e x  A only suggests that the organization 'bshould require that contractors 

. . .demonstrate that they have the requisite training". 

The organization is required to "consider processes for extemal commUILication, 

on its significant environmental aspects and record its decision". Both EMAS and BS 

7750 require that the organization publish registers of their significant environmental 

effects, while ISO does not. EMAS also requires an annual enWonmental staternent to be 

published. Extemal reporting is a proactive communication vehicle that demonstrates an 

organization's commitment to its policies, to the environment and to the public's 

concems. ISO is considered to be weak in this area and it is also going to be revisited in 

1999. A key factor behind EMAS' public disclosure, is that companies will be motivated 

to improve their environmental performance through public pressure. This can only occur 

if an organization is "transparent". Manitoba Hydro publishes a bi-annual Sustainable 

Development report, and is also required by its commitment to ECR to publish an annual 

report including environmental performance as measured by specific indicators. 

Unlike BS 7750, an Environmental manual is not required by the ISO standard, 

but a short guide that contains the policies, objectives and targets, and roles and 

responsibilities, and provides direction to the core elements of the standard, may act as a 

"road map" for the system, without becoming a cumbenome document. 

Essentidly, ISO 14001 provides the elements, that are required in a systematic 

approach for managing environmental issues and commitments. For optimal system 

performance, the standard should be fully integrated into the existing management 

m e w o r k  of the organization, and not as an add on. That is to say, that environmental 
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implications shodd be considered with other issues, every time an organization takes 

decisions. 

ISO 14001 does not specify any performance requirements and as such has been 

criticized as being too weak. It can be applied to d l  types of organizations or portions of 

organizations worldwide, and in order, to be widely applicable, has been accused of 

applying the lowest common denominator for environmental protection. To illustrate the 

ISO 14001 EMS' intent, Joe Cascio, the Chahan of the US Technical Advisory Group 

in 1994, summed up the system by stating that he did not care "how much waste an ISO 

certified firm dmps  into a river. What is important, is that the company's EMS h o w s  it 

happened" (Gleckman 1997). This clearly reiterates that this standard measures 

conformance not performance and environmental aspects not impacts. 

One of the requirements of EMAS, and a strong suggestion of BS7750, is to 

conduct an environmental review prior to EMS implementation. Though not a 

requirement of ISO 14001, it is suggested in Annex A, and m e r  developed in ISO 

14004. "An organization with no existing environmental management system should, 

initially establish its current position with regard to the environment by means of a 

review". Clearly understanding the organization's position prior to EMS development is 

essential to appropriately plan an organization's course of action. This should have been a 

prerequisite of the standard's EMS. 

Although the standard is intended to be a flexible tool, which allows an 

organization to detemine its own level of commitment to environmental pedormance, 

the lack of some instructions, clear direction, and tenninology clarification tends to 

confuse matters, rather than simplify the issues. 
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A company that is certified under ISO 14001. can be certified with the EU'S 

EMAS regdation, if the company can demonstrate to an accredited vexifier that their 

EMS, audit procedures and public environmental statement meet EMAS' requirements. 

The Cornmittee for European Standardization (CEN) has developed a bridging document, 

which identifies the areas that are not covered by ISO 14001, and that m u t  be met in 

order to 'bridge" the gaps. The organization is required to issue a public statement of its 

objectives and targets, establish a regkter of its significant environmental effects, and 

pledge to use best available technologies (Baker 1998). 

7.2 Implementing ISO 14001 in Manitoba Hydro 

As a member of the CEA, Manitoba Hydro adopted the Environmental 

Cornmitment and Responsibility (ECR) Program, and as a result has begun to implement 

an EMS consistent with ISO 14001. Developing and implementing an EMS for a large 

utility that is a Crown Corporation, cm be a very daunting task, as was the expenence of 

many other corporations (Diamond 1996). Compnsed of four Business Units, that each 

includes numerous distinct divisions, operations and facilities, the challenge for Manitoba 

Hydro to implement a Corporate wide EMS c m  be at tirnes ovenvhelming. ISO 14001's 

ambiguous language, associated with the absence of any specific "how to" instructions or 

clarification of anticipated final product, only magnifies the immense challenge that 

Manitoba Hydro is embarking on. 

Realizing the magnitude of time and work required to effectively implement an 

EMS, Manitoba Hydro's top management established dedicated positions to this 



important project, rather than adding on more responsibilities to existing positions. As the 

project progressed, it became more and more evident that for a corporation like Manitoba 

Hydro, this was the correct decision. 

Developing, implementing and ensuring the system is M y  integrated within the 

corporate management h e w o r k ,  requires that the team as a whole, possesses many 

specialized qualifications. Included are the need for seong communication skills, 

environmentaI knowledge with an understanding of current and future trends, an 

understanding of real and potential environmental impacts, management skills, quality 

management systems, and an understanding of relevant legai issues. In addition, the team 

must have access to any required personnel with specialized skills (intemal or extemal 

consultants) that can contribute to the construction of the systern. The importance of 

having coordinaton that understand the corporate culture and can work within the 

system, is irnperative to its success and acceptance, and therefore, relying only on 

extemal consultants, would not have been the right choice for Manitoba Hydro. 

Although the system will undergo continual improvement, an initial stable, strong 

base on which to continue building is essential. This requires an initial significant 

investment of planning and prepzration time by the EMS team. A well prepared EMS 

team can simpliQ and consistently explain the process to participating corporate 

employees and ensure that tasks are carried out as best as can be the k t  tirne. This, in 

tum would gain employees' tnist and acceptance of the EMS and the team implementing 

it. 

first 

Since the ISO 14001 standard does not set environmental performance targets, the 

and most cntical step the organization has to take, is to define their level of 
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commitment to the environment and set specific environmental objectives. Manitoba 

Hydro has aiready developed and adopted thirteen Prùiciples of Sustainable Development 

(Appendix D) that have far surpassed the minimai requirements of ISO 14001. The ISO 

standard requires Manitoba Hydro to meet these principles, and will veriS this in the 

f h r e  should certification become an issue. 

Manitoba Hydro's Vision is '70 be recognized as the best utility in North America 

with respect to rates, reIiability and customer satisfaction, and to be considerate of al1 

people with whom we have contact". At present, this vision doesn't reflect Manitoba 

Hydro's commitment to the environment, therefore it is recommended by the author, that 

this statement should be updated for the year 2000, to include "considerate of al1 people 

and the environment". This statement would then exhibit Manitoba Hydro's commitment 

to the environment, which includes many good environmental programs, the 

implementation of an EMS, and a commitment to the ECR program. In addition to 

reflecting a commitment to the environment, the vision statement would, set the standard 

for the rest of the corporation and peers within the industry, while publicizing that which 

Manitoba Hydro is already doing. 

Manitoba Hydro's Sustainable Development Principle addressing Waste 

Minimization, descnbes a hierarchy (guidance for decisions) for waste management that 

requires the organization to elirninate or reduce as the primary choice, followed by reuse 

and recycling, and finally disposal in an environmentally sound manner. This hierarchy 

which supports sustainable development is clearly missing fiom the standard. It should be 

reinforced during EMS development (in addition to the other principles) in order to gant 

ernployees some guidance when developing programs to fulfill their environmental 
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objectives and targets. It was my experience, that some Manitoba Hydro employees were 

not aware of the Sustainable Development Principles, or did not understand the Principles 

and their implications. Consequently this meant that the Pruiciples were not guiding the 

decisions some employees were making, and as such, were not being applied routinely 

uito their duties. 

Defining aspects, significant impacts and subsequently significant aspects, 

although only one short paragraph w i t .  the standardy is the most difficult stage. This 

section does not begin to suggest the energy, patience and time needed to interpret, 

define, comprehend; plan and document; develop records, and record this sub-element of 

the specification. A Honda manufacturing plant in Ohio that recently eamed ISO 14001 

certification, also claimed that "this stage would never end", (as was often heard at 

Manitoba Hydro too), noting that they (Honda) had examined 15 worksheets before 

deciding on the one that would work best for thern ( P a q  1998). 

As a big integrated utility, Manitoba Hydro has plants located throughout the 

province of Manitoba. Each of these facilities have direct interactions with the 

environment and are developing and implementing LEMSs according to the ISO 

standard. However, it is exîxemely important to bear in mind that these facilities and the 

environment are also affected by decisions made by other divisions (Engineering, Power 

and Planning, etc.). These indirect environmental effects should also be considered at the 

initial stage of EMS development. 

A common problem within large corporations, is that many initiatives are 

introduced, and employees quickly become bored or lose interest and are mainly 

concemed about the way it will impact their duties, even before it has starteci. This is 
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especiatly bue for environmentai issues, where some staff don? think they c m  impact or 

influence the environment, while others believe that aU that can be done is already being 

done. Additionally, some believe that their primary responsibility does not include 

environmental issues. Initial employee '%uy in" and sustaining interest, are some of the 

biggest challenges that Manitoba Hydro faces. Manitoba Hydro has top management 

commitment, that has supported this initiative fully ffom the start. The environmental 

policy that was developed bottom up, with employee input, has given employees a sense 

of ownership and commitment. The sentiment only becomes stronger as staff work 

togeîher to build a system that they can take pnde in, while reaking the importance of 

this initiative. 

Prior to the decision to implement an ISO 14001 like EMS, employees that were 

directly affected by environmental legislation, Iicenses, or programs, were aware of their 

responsibilities of their position, and to the environment. A positive consequence of ISO 

14001, is that awareness training for al1 those developing their EMS, has caused 

employees to consider how their actions may impact the environment. While examining 

dieir activities, products and services, employees that pnor to this initiative, had no 

reason (in their minds) to consider the environment, also began to re-evaluate îheir roles 

and interactions with the environment. Environmental roles and responsibilities must 

become part of every employee's job description, and continual education at al1 levels is 

required to maintain the system. Verification of education is also an integral component 

of success. 

The need for good, consistent and constant communication for an effective system 

camot be overstated. This became especially evident during the identification of 
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significant aspects stage. Employees were reliant upon consistent, repeatable and explicit 

communication to guide and reinforce their understanding, and subsequent decisions, 

during the development process. Under aheady challenging circurnstances, confusion 

quickly ensued when instructions andior teminology were inconsistent. Messages ofien 

differed because of personai communication styles, thus reinforcing the need for a 

singular message. 

Manitoba Hydro publishes a publicly available bi-annual Sustainable 

Development report describing energy, environmental, water, land air, waste and 

controlled products and how the Manitoba Hydro's Principles Of Sustainable 

Developrnent were implemented. In addition, as a requirement of the ECR program, 

Manitoba Hydro along with the other utilities will publish results of specified 

environmental indicators used to monitor and measure environmental performance. These 

activities already comply with the suggestions of the standard and surpass its 

requirements. 

Care shouId be taken during the crucial, initial planning stage not to turn the EMS 

irnplementation process into an exercise in documentation. This could lead to a 

bureaucratic exercise that would not contribute to continual improvement of 

environmental performance, rather it will act to simply keep administration busy (Wilson 

1997). The EMSs' ultimate effectiveness and survival depend upon its full integration 

into the organization's management structure and its implementation tied to hancial 

accountability. Integrating the EMS with business practices allows the organization to set 

practical and feasible goals which are achievable. 



An ISO 14001 based EMS may have certain benefits for Manitoba Hydro. First, it 

offers a systematic, al1 encompassing, integrated management system for environmentai 

issues, which through a continuai, self-examining process should bring the corporation 

closer to achieving its environmental goals. Dependhg on the essence of its goals and 

objectives, this EMS c m  lead to an improvement in Manitoba Hydro's environmental 

performance. h o t h e r  benefit is the increased environmental awareness of management 

and staff, that is gained through the process of identifying aspectdirnpacts of their 

activities. The company's public perception rnay also be improved. 

The EMS may improve on some business aspects, such as cost saving through 

source reduction and increased efficiency (Baker et al; 1998), and even by being preferred 

by organizations that require their contracton to have EMSs (Tibor 1998). Although not 

currently applicable in Canada, another example of the potential benefits associated with 

the implementation of an EMS was demonstrated when the John Roberts Company in 

Minneapolis (Pany 1998b), had their premiums for pollution event insurance reduced, 

because they implemented an EMS. 

An established EMS is increasingly being viewed by the courts as an essential 

component of proper management and due diligence. That was demonstrated in the case 

of Prospec Chernicals Ltd., of Alberta, which was instructed by the court, as part of their 

sentence in a pollution case, to establish an ISO 14001 certified EMS by June 1998 (Saxe 

1996). In two other court cases in the USA, General Motors was instnicted to cati@ one 

of its facilities to ISO 14001, in turn for a reduced penalty, and ASARCO Inc. was 

instnicted to implement an EMS, in 38 facilities across seven States, in addition to a 56.4 

million fine (Hart 1998). However, although having an EMS is desirable in order to 
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estabiish a defense of due diligence, it does not ensure it. Proper implementation and risk 

assessrnent are also required, as was demonstrated in the case of R. vs. Northwood Pulp 

and Timber Ltd. in British Columbia lo spite of the fact that the kraft pulp mil1 had an 

excellent EMS, lack of  adherence to procedures led to a toxic release, and the Company 

was found liable (Green 1998). 

ISO specifically States in the introduction that it is 'hot intended to address, and 

does not include requirements for, aspects of occupational health and safety (OH&S) 

management; however it does not seek to discourage an organization fkom developing 

integration of such management system elements". Though not a requirement of the 

standard, during development of Manitoba Hydro's EMS, an oppomuiity to develop a 

systematic approach to OH&S management was identified. Nurnerous human health 

impacts emerged from the environmental aspect evaluation exercise, suggesting potential 

for the integration of systems. 

A last issue that Manitoba Hydro has to consider is whether to certifylregister the 

EMSs to ISO 14001. Certification is not required by the standard or the ECR program, it 

is a costly venture and its benefits are not certain. However, the certification process, 

which includes a thorough audit, compels the organization to ensure proper 

implementation. It also provides tangible independent evidence of the quality of the 

EMS. In the future, certification may be required, or at least be preferred, as has already 

been demonstrated in the marketplace. One additional factor that the author observed, 

was that when empIoyees thought that certification was the goal, the initiative was taken 

very seriously. 



Manitoba Hydro elected to develop an EMS, for each Business Unit, comprised of 

cumulative LEMSs, and may take one of two approaches, if it decides to proceed with 

certification. Individual site certification would allow gradua1 certification of units as 

soon as their LEMSs are implemented, without depending on the progress of other units. 

This would allow for the immediate demonstration of Manitoba Hydro's cornmitment to 

the environment. However, individual site registrations would probably result in less 

cohesiveness between the systems. It rnay also be more expensive, than registering the 

four Business Units, unless not al1 sites are to be certified. This in fact is another option, 

since certification is not required by ECR, only the implementation of an ISO like EMS. 

That allows Manitoba Hydro to certi@ its generating sites or those linked to exportation 

initially. 

Certimng each of the Business Units, although more complicated, would be in 

the long mn, Iess costly and would ensure an overall better corporate wide system 

cohesiveness. It is therefore suggested that Manitoba Hydro certifies each of its Business 

Units, while considering an early phase certimng specific sites, in response to market 

forces and Manitoba Hydro's position within the electric utility industry. As electric 

utilities nation-wide are completing the development and implementation of their EMSs, 

many are contemplating certification and the associated high costs. Some utilities have 

begun to explore Manitoba Hydro's EMSKEMS framework as an alternative solution to 

multiple site certification (Windsor 1999). 

As a leader in Manitoba's cornmunity, and within the electric utility industry, 

Manitoba Hydro is in a position to set a high environmental standard of conduct and 

responsibility for its employees, customers, interested parties and peers. hplementing an 
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EMS is no longer a mord choice, it is the nght thing to do @reman, 1998) given today's 

competitive global market. 

7.3 Evaiuation Of Environmentai Management Software 

In October 1997, Emst and Young published a benchmark shidy conducted for 

BC Hydro, entitled 'Trofiling Environmental Management in the Electric Utility 

Industry". One of the issues that was examined, was the implementation of a cornpater 

based management information system as a "tool to manage large amounts of 

environmental information and communications between various fiuictions on 

environmental programs" (Emst &Young 1997). The study included thirty utilities; nine 

Canadian, thirteen U.S., five European, and one utility fiom each of the fo!lowing 

countries, Australia, New Zealand and South AfIica, later referred to as ANZSA. Within 

the sunrey, the Canadian and U.S. utilities that participated were the most comparable in 

their responses, while the responses of the remaining utilities, were more varied. 

Meeting the challenges of an EMS, requires the effective and efficient 

management of a great deal of environmental information. This includes operating 

procedures, records, and documents, and clear and consistent communication vertically 

and horizontally, within the organization. n i e  results of the survey indicate, that over 

seventy percent of the participating utilities have implemented or will implement a 

computer based Environmental Management Information System (EMIS). More 

specifically, al1 Canadian utilities, and two thirds of the U.S. utilities and ANZSA 

responded that, they already have or intend to implement a computer based management 



system. Of the European companies surveyed, 60% of the participants indicated that there 

was no intent to implement an EMS. 

As the decision to implernent a computer based information management system 

within cornpanies gains popularity, so do the numerou software options available to 

companies. In the above mentioned study, it was observed that solutions developed 

within the respective Company, were preferred over prefabricated software purchases. For 

those companies, that had made a commitment to an EMIS, it was found that 58% 

preferred an in-house option, while only 5% purchased a system. It was aiso observed, 

that 21% of companies were using a combination of both an in-house product and a 

prefabncated purchased software system. The remainder of companies at the time of the 

sunrey had not decided which system would be implemented within their organization. 

Although the results indicate, that in-house developed solutions were preferred 

over the prefabricated software solutions such as the Caribou system, SPS Ecovision, ICF 

Kaiser's ISO 14000 Workstation and SAP (which were selected by some of the utilities). 

It is possible that the relatively smaller utilities found these packages more feasible both 

hancially and with respect to dedicating staff, and sufficient for their needs. Another 

possibility may be, that a commitrnent was made by some utilities to utilize software, and 

a prefab waç simpler and more inexpensive initially, and only with use and experience 

would the total requirements of the systems' capability corne to light. Whether an 

organization opts for an additional in-house solution, or another prefab software to cover 

extra functions, or not to use a computer based management system at dl ,  will only be 

determined with experience and time. The in-house solutions were based on several 



platfonns which include Excel, Intrmets, Lotus Notes, Access, and Wide Area Networks 

(WAW- 

Finally, the participating utilities were presented with a number of management 

functions such as record keeping, policies, procedures and regulations, scheduling, event 

tracking, hazardous waste tracking, environmental monitoring data, management 

reporting, audit planning and execution, and a category of other. They were asked to 

define which of these functions would be computerized, and which would be undertaken 

rnanually. Once again, the North American utilities and ANZSA tended to computerize 

more of their management ninctions, than their European peers, which preferred to use 

more manual management processes. Most of the environmental management fûnctions 

had been computerized, except for audit planning and execution, event tracking and 

management reporting (Ernst 2k Young 1997). 

n i e  discrepancies between European and North American and/or ANZSA utilities 

may be attributed to the fact that the European utilities have had more experience with 

EMSs, than North Arnerican or ANZSA utilities, and have been able to determine the 

worth of an EMIS based on experience. It may also be, that today's software options are 

better than those that were available previously. 

Manitoba Hydro selected the ICF Kaiser ISO 14000 Workstation, to ascertain 

whether this software package would suit the needs of this Provincial Crown Corporation. 

The product was marketed to Manitoba Hydro as a development and implernentation tool. 

ICF Kaiser suggested, that for optimal application, their consultation would be advised. 

Manitoba Hydro opted to employ their services for an initial pilot nui of the assessrnent 

/gap analysis tool onIy, and chose to use local consultants for the EMS development. 
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The eighty-eight questions which comprise the gap anaiysis, directly reflect the 

language of ISO 14001, which was one of the reasons it was selected by Manitoba Hydro. 

The success of completing the questionnaire was found to be directly related to the 

individual asking the questions and h i s k  ability to interpret the standard's unclear 

language. 

Selecting and printing out the questions for the assessment is not a direct process. 

The assessment must be carried out manually, at which time scores and or idonnation 

are docurnented. Following an assessment, the data must be entered back to the software. 

Using the electronic gap analysis tool, was no different than the numerous hard copy 

checklists that are available on the market today. In fact, some of the latter are less time 

consuming. The assessment score evaluations are too generalized to contribute to an 

action plan for confomance. As mentioned earlier, the report which was generated by the 

software representatives was produced üsing MS word, and that the reports module 

within the software, cannot produce the data contained in their report. 

In general the software was found to be a tool limited to document management. 

It offered no aid duruig the development stage, i.e. interpretations, sample worksheets, 

examples etc. The software allows for data to be imported, so that information that has 

been developed pnor to now in Manitoba Hydro can be entered into the database in its 

original foxm. As with any database, ICF 14000 Workstation, can be a useful too1 in 

rnaintaining documentation and records and with tracking prograrns, target dates, 

responsibilities, etc. In the implementation module, the significance key word list is 

predetermined and could not be modified to reflect the specific needs of this corporation, 



although qualimg comments can be added. It does not offer direct access to 

environmental legislation CDS, which is offered by a number of other software packages. 

As with every new piece of software, a leaming period is required in order to 

- establish a level of cornfort. The ICF Kaiser software was found not to be intuitive, 

regardless of the Lotus Notes platforni it uses. The minimal training provided by the 

Company was unclear, and technical assistance fiom the Canadian office in Toronto was 

often not available. It was also found that experiencing the development and 

implementation of an EMS is needed to gain understanding of the software. In order for 

the sofrware to be useful, it must be available across the corporation, which would require 

training. Considerations would have to be made as to who can edit documents, and who 

can read only. 

Finally, it is ironic that an environmental management software is very wasteful, 

when it cornes to paper use. During questions print out, an additional blank page was 

always printed with ICF Kaiser's logo, while 25% of the first page also was resewed for 

this logo. 

Although JD Phyper has identified the requirements of an EMS software package 

(Phyper 1997), these are only the basic minimum requirements, since several software 

packages on the market today offer additional features. Since every organization has 

different needs, different EMSs and a different corporate culture, it is hard to imagine that 

a generk software would fit these unique specifications. Northern Telecom (www-nortel), 

having had a number of years of expenence with EMSs and EMS software, recently 

opted to replace the software they were using, with a custom modification developed by 

Caribou. This was also reflected in the Ernst & Young report, whereby companies with 
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some EMS experience opted for an intemd modification of the software they were ushg. 

It is foreseeable that after a few years of experiencing this software and establishg the 

EMS, Manitoba Hydro will be able to better define its needs fiom an EMS sohare,  and 

would probably have one custom made to better suit their purposes. 



8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The aim of t h i s  project was to study the effects of applying, or confonning an EMS to 

the ISO 1 400 I International Environmental Management S ystem Standard in general, and 

more specifically, to Manitoba Hydro. An analysis of the standard's components and their 

reIevance to Manitoba Hydro was conducted, and an EMS software was evaluated to 

determine its usefulness for the corporation. 

8.1 Conclusions 

The ISO 14001 EMS specification can be used to effectively manage 

environmental responsibiiities and commitments if it is fidly integrated and properly 

implemented into an organization's business plan. The inherent cycle of continual 

improvement should lead an organization to constantly improve achievement of its self- 

set environmental goals. 

The standard does not define any environmental performance goals, and does not 

require an organization to comply with any legislation, only a "commitment to compIy" 

with the process is required. The standard's language is ambiguous, which may give rise 

to different interpretations and complicate implementation. It may be difficult for smaller 

organizations to implement it due to the potential hancial and human resource 

cornmitrnents required. 

Implementing an EMS consistent with ISO 14001 to a corporation such as 

Manitoba Hydro, may have other benefits in addition to providing a good management 

tool for environrnental issues. Financial gains through source reduction, waste 

minimization and improved efficiency, as well as enhanced environmental pdonnance, 
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increased environmental awareness for management and staff, staproved public relations, 

and support for a defense of due diligence are al1 anticipated benefits. 

Successful EMS implementation and continued maintenance in Manitoba Hydro 

rnust have visible cornmitment of top management, full integration into the corporate 

business plan and a dedicated EMS tearn. Employees' awareness, continual education and 

input that is encouraged and promptly responded to, are aiso a must in order to ensure a 

sense of ownership and active participation. The public and other interesteci parties' input 

must be considered, in order to shape and continually improve the environmental 

management system. An effective EMS can only be built through full cooperation 

between al1 levels of the organization, and not through command and control or the 

adoption of a prefabricated, disconnected system developed outside the specific corporate 

culture. 

Although the ISO EMS standard has a number of weaknesses, and implementing 

an ISO 14000 like EMS is a large investment both financially and of human resources, its 

benefits far outweigh its costs. Doing business in today's global market requires an 

organization to commit to sustainable business practices. The wealmesses of the ISO 

EMS standard are cornpensated by other cornmitments that Manitoba Hydro has already 

made (Sustainable Development Principles, ECR Program requirements, bi-annual 

Sustainable Development reports). Most importantly, the staff at Manitoba Hydro is 

committed to this process, and has the capability of driving the Ievel of environmental 

performance increasingly higher. 

Although the certification process is not required by the standard or the ECR 

Prograrn, and is a costly venture, it is concluded to be beneficial to Manitoba Hydro, due 
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to benefits comparable to those associated with implementing an EMS. It compels the 

corporation to ensure proper implementation, inmeases employees' participation and may 

have potential future business benefits. 

The ICF Kaiser ISO 14000 Workstation software was found to have a limited 

applicability for Manitoba Hydro. It is a document management tool, which can be used 

for implementation and maintenance of the system. It contains no instruction or direction 

for the development process. Le. interpretations, worksheets etc. It usefulness on the 

corporate wide intranet will be limited since it is not a user fnendly product. 

In addition to the above capabilities, an effective electronic system should allow 

al1 employees access to Manitoba Hydro's environmental policies, initiatives, updated 

accomplishrnents, and how it affects employees and their work sites. This will increase 

awareness and ownership, and also allow employees an understanding of what they c m  

anticipate during development and implementation of their LEMS. It is foreseeable that 

based on knowledge gained fiom experience with its EMS, Manitoba Hydro will be able 

to define its specific needs, and will develop a custom designed electronic system. 

8.2 Recommendations 

Based on the above study and my experience in Manitoba Hydro, 1 offer the 

following recommendations: 

Manitoba Hydro's Corporate Vision should be updated for the year 2000, to include 

"considerate of al1 people and the environment", thus visibly reflecting Manitoba 

Hydro's environmental cornmitment. 



Manitoba Hydro should continue the EMS implementation process. 

If Manitoba Hydro decides on certification, it should certifj each of its Business 

Units, while wnsidering an eariy phase cert iwg specific sites, in response to market 

forces and Manitoba Hydro's position within the elecûic utility industry. 

Establish an electronic management system that can be accessed by dl employees on 

the intranet as a vehicle of continuing communication. The system should be designed 

by staff that understand the EMS, its requirements, and other software products that 

address the specific requirements of Manitoba Hydro. 
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The CERES Principles 

Introduction 

By adopting these Principles, we publicly a f k n  our belief that corporations have 

a responsibility for the environment, and must conduct d l  aspects of their business as 

responsible stewards of the environment by operating in a manner that protects the Earth. 

We believe that corporations must not compromise the ability of fûture generations to 

sustain themselves. 

We will update our practices constantiy in Iight of advances in technology and 

new understandings in health and environmental science. In collaboration with CERES, 

we will promote a dynamic process to ensure that the Principles are interpreted in a way 

that accommodates changing technologies and environmental realities. We intend to 

make consistent, measurable progress in implementing these Principles and to apply them 

to al1 aspects of our operations throughout the world. 

1, Protection of the Biosphere 

We will reduce and make continual progress toward eliminating the release of any 

substance that may cause environmental darnage to the air, water, or the earth or its 

inhabitants. We will safeguard al1 habitats affected by our operations and will protect 

open spaces and wildemess, while preserving biodiversity. 

2. Sustainable Use of Natural Resources 

We will make sustainable use of renewable natural resources, such as water, soils 

and forests. We will conserve nonrenewable natural resources through efficient use and 

carefùl planning. 

3. Reduction and Disposal of Wastes 

We will reduce and where possible eIiminate waste through source reduction and 

recycling. Al1 waste will be handled and disposed of through safe and responsible 

methods. 



4. Energy Consenration 

We will conserve energy and improve the energy efficiency of our intemal 

operations and of the goods and services we sell. We will make every effort to use 

environmentally safe and sustainable energy sources. 

5- Risk Reduction 

We will strive to minllnize the environmental, heaith and safety risks to our 

employees and the communities in which we operate through safe technologies, facilities 

and operating procedures, and by being prepared for emergencies. 

6. Safe Products and Services 

We will reduce and where possible eliminate the use, manufacture or sale of 

products and services that cause environmental damage or health or safety hazards. We 

will S o m  our customers of the environmental impacts of our products or services and 

try to correct unsafe use. 

7. Environmental Restoration 

We uill promptly and responsibly correct conditions we have caused that 

endanger health, safety or the environment. To the extent feasible, we will redress injuries 

we have caused to persons or darnage we have caused to the environment and will restore 

the environment. 

8. Informing the Public 

We will inform in a timely manner everyone who may be affected by conditions 

caused by o u  Company that might endanger health, safety or the environment. We will 

regularly seek advice and counsel through dialogue with persons in communities nea. our 

facilities. We will not take any action against employees for reporting dangerous 

incidents or conditions to management or to appropriate authorities. 

9. Management Cornmitment 

We will implement these Principles and sustain a process that ensures that the 

Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer are fully informed about pertinent 

environmental issues and are fully responsible for environmental policy. In selecting OU 

Board of Directors, we will consider demonstrated environmental cornmitment as a 

factor. 



10. Audits and Reports 

We will conduct an annual self-evaluation of our progress in implementing these 

Principles. We will support the timely creation of generally accepted environmental audit 

procedures. We will annually complete the CERES Report, which will be made available 

to the public. 

Disdaimer 

These Principles established an ethic with criteria by which investors and others 

can assess the environmental performance of companies. Companies that endorse these 

Principles pledge to go voluntarily beyond the requirements of the law. The ternis may 

and might in Principles one and eight are not meant to encompass every imaginable 

consequence, no matter how remote. Rather, these Principles obligate endorsers to behave 

as prudent persons who are not govemed by conflicting interests and who possess a 

strong cornmitment to environmental excellence and to human health and safety. These 

Pnnciples are not intended to create new legal liabilities, expand existing rights or 

obligations, waive legal defenses, or othenvise affect the legal position of any endorsing 

Company, and are not intended to be used against an endorser in any legal proceedings for 

any purpose. 



APPENDIX B 

ICC Charter Princi~les 

1. Corporate priority 

To recognize environmental management as among the highest corporate 

prionties and as a key determinant to sustainable development; to establish policies, 

programmes and practices for conducting operations in an environrnentally sound 

manner. 

2. Integrated management 

To integrate these policies, programmes and practices filly into each business as 

an essential element of management in a11 its functions. 

3. Process of improvement 

To continue to improve corporate policies, programmes and environmental 

performance, taking into account technical developments, scientific understanding, 

consumer needs and community expectations, with legal regulations as a starting point, 

and to apply the same environmental cnteria intemationally. 

4. Employee education 

To educate, train and motivate employees to conduct their activities in an 

environmentally responsible manner 

5. Prior assessrnent 

To assess environmental impacts before starting a new activity or project and 

before decommissioning a facility or leaving a site. 

6. Products and services 

TO develop and provide products or services that have no undue environmental 

impact and are safe in their intended use, that are efficient in their consumption of energy 

and natural resources, and that c m  be recycled, reused, or disposed of safely. 

7. Customer advice 

To advise, and where relevant, educate customea, distributon and the public in 

the safe use, transportation, storage and disposal of products provided and to apply 

similx considerations to the provision of services. 
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8. Facilities and operations 

To develop, design and operate facilities and conduct activities taking into 

consideration the efficient use of energy and matenais, the sustainable use of renewable 

resources, the minimi71ition of adverse &onmental impacts of waste generation, and 

the safe and responsible disposa1 of  residual wastes. 

9. Research 

To conduct or support research on the environmental impacts of raw matenals, 

products, processes, ernissions and wastes associated with the enterprise and on the 

means of minimizing such adverse impacts. 

10. Precautionary approach 

To modiw the manufacture, marketing or use of products or senices or the 

conduct of activities, consistent with scientific and technical understanding, to prevent 

serious or irreversible environmental degradation. 

I l .  Contractors and suppliers 

To promote the adoption of these principles by contractors acting on behalf of the 

enterprise, encouraging and, where appropnate, require improvements in their practices to 

make them consistent with those of the enterprise; and to encourage the wider adoption of 

these principles by suppliers. 

12. Emergency preparedness 

To develop and maintain, where significant hazards exist, emergency 

preparedness plans in conjunction with emergency services, relevant authorities and the 

local community, recognizing potential transboundary impacts 

13. Transfqr of technology 

To contribute to the transfer of environmentally sound technology and 

management methods throughout the industrial and public sectors. 

14. Contributing to the common effort 

To contribute to the development of public policy and to business, govemmental 

and intergovemmental programs and educational initiatives that will enhance 

environmental awareness and protection. 



15. Openness to concerns 

To foster openness and dialogue with employees and the public, anticipating and 

responding to their concems about the potential hazards and impact of operations, 

products, wastes or services, including those of transboundary or global significance. 

16. Compliance and reporting 

To mesure environmentai performance; to conduct regula. environmental audits 

and assesment of cornpliance with Company requirements, legal requirements and these 

pnnciples; and periodically to provide appropriate information to the Board of Directors, 

shareholden, ernployees, the authorities and the public. 



APPENDIX C 

Assessrnent 
I l l l l t t l l t l i l i l l l l l ~ l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l r t ~ t t ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~  

Manitoba Hydro - Generation South 
Brandon, Manitoba 

4.3.1 Environmental Aspects 
llllllllllllllllllllI)llllllllllllllfflllllllll~ll~ll!llllllllllllllltlllil~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!1lllllllllllIlllllllll 

Score 

a. Procedure established and is maintained to identify 
the environmental aspects of its activities (for purpose 
of identifying significant impacts)? 0 

O - Nat initiated 

Create Action3 

b. Procedure established and is maintained to identify 
the environmental aspects of its products (for purpose 
of identifying significant impacts)? 

O - Not initiated 

Create Action+ 

c. Procedure established and is maintained to identify 
the environmentai aspects of its services (for purpose 
of identifying significant impacts)? 

O - Not initiated 

Create Action3 



d. Organization ensures that the significant 
environmental impacts identified above are 
considered in setting environmental objectives? 

1 - Under developrnent 

Create Action3 

Subtotai: 1 

Rating (Subtotalfl6 ' 100%): 6.25 

Comments: 

Author: Orly LoveslMANHY D 
Composed: 07/02/98 04: 1 6:21 PM 



APf ENDIX D 

Manitoba Hvdro's Princioles of Sustainable Development 

S-r&b+ of the 
&enomy r d  tht ~nwim&m 

RKognüc our mponsibilicy as a carealur of 
f)lc tconomy and chc environment for the 
bcncfit of prucnc and future p n a r i o n s  of 
Manitobans. 

S h n d  Rnponribiiiq 
Ensucc that Manitoba Hydro's cmployea, 
conulcton and agcncs arc aware of  our rur- 
minable dcvclopmcnt policies and guiding 
principlcs and encourage them ro a n  accord- 
ingly. 

Encourage .3ic Corpontion's crnployccr CO 

sharc thcir knowiedgc of the concepu and 
p n a i d  ~pplicationr ofsuruinable dcuelop- 
ment. 

Inregrurion of Enuironmrntpl 
and Eronomic Decirions 

Treat technical. economic and environmen- 
cal factors on the u rne  bais  in al1 corporttc 
dccisions, ftom initial planning to construc- 
tion ro opencions to decommisioning a n d  
disposal. To the cxccnt oractiul. includc cn- 
vironmental cosrs in ecinomic and financial 
analysis. 

Econornir Enhancrmrnr 
Enhancc thc produaivc upabiliry and qual- 
iry of Manitoba's economy and the well-be- 
ing of Manitobans by providing reliablc 
ckctrtcal scrvicu a t  cornpctirive rates. 

Eficicnr Use of Resourrcs 
Encourage the developmcnt and appliation 
of programs and pricing mechanismi for tf- 
k i e n t  and ccanornic use ofclccrricicy by our  
customerr. Ar WU. cficicnt and cconomic use 
of cncrgy and matcriais will be cncouraged 
rhroughour dl Our operations. 

Prcvcnrion and h e d y  
T o  the rxtcnt p n c t i d .  ancicipart and prc- 
vent adverse cnvironmcnul and cconomic 
cffccu t h  may be auscd by corporatc poli- 

pur ch.^, whcrt pncriul. enrironmenaily 
round productr raking into rccount the 
Lifaydc of the producu 

M d r w  rdvenc cnvironmentrl kfticrr of 
corponte acu'wicia char unnor be pmented 
bu- - fim. cnduvouring. whercwr f i i I e .  co 

=tore the cnviconmcnc to p r c d m l o p -  
mcnr conditions or dcvcloping ochcr ben- 
eficial uses through rchabilitation and 
rrciarnation. 

-second. ftrivïng ta n p t c e  the 10s with sub- 
stirutcs rhat would cnhance the taviron- 
ment andlor auociatcd ruource irw while 
offsetring the rypc of damagc cxperienccd. 

- third. making monetary payrncnts for com- 
pensablc damages on a fair. quirablc and 
rirnely buis. 

Constmario rt 

T o  the cxrenr pnct iul .  plan, design. build. 
opcntc. mainuin and decommission corpo- 
ntt facilities in a manner rhat proteces uren-  
tial ecological processcs and bioIogisa1 
divcrsicy. 

Give prcfcrence. wherc practiul. ro projccrs 
and operacing decirions rhat use renewlble 
rtsources or char extend rhc lifc ofsupplies of 
non-rcnewablc tcsoutce~. 

WN~I Mirr imizn rio II 
Manage al1 -tu ariring from corponce ac- 
tivities by; 

- lint. endctvouring CO eliminate or reduct 
the amount gcncratcd. 

-second. striving ro fuIly uriliu r e w  and rc- 
cycling opportunirics. 

- third. drzposing of rcmaining w t t  in an 
cnrironmcnully =und mnnt r .  

P d c  oppomrnitk for input byptcnr;l& 
rfftcttd and inlcrarcd parties whtn dut- 
ing dtveloprnenr and program d r c m a r k  
and befort dcciding a n  a firul course of w- 
tion. 

Unknfpnding and Respect 
Strivc ro understand and respect differin6 
social and cconomic vimr. values. rradiciom 
and aspirations whcn deciding upon or tak- 
ing action. 

Givc prcfcrcncx ro rhoie Jtcrnativcs which 
b a t  Fulfil corponte objectives whilc m i n i e -  
ing infringcmenc on  the abilicy, righu and 
interests oforhen to pursuc their aspirations. 

Scicnr@ and Tcchnological In rio wurion 
Rercarch. develop. r a t  and irnplcrncnt tech- 
nologies. practices and institutions chat wiii 
make elccrriul supply and scwiccs more cK- 
cienr. econornicand cnvironmcntdly round. 

Global Rq~orrsibifip 
Recogniu th t r t  are no poliricd and lurirdic- 
tional boundaries to our cnvironmcnr. and 
that chcre is ccological interdependence 
among provinces and nations. 

Conrider environmencd cffeca that occur 
ourside of Manitoba whcn ptanning and de- 
cidrng on ncw devclopmcncr and major modi- 
ficarions ro facilittcs and ro mcrhods of 
opcracion. 



Example of ISO 14001's ambiguous language and translation into lay tems of ICF 

Kaiser's Gap Analysis questions: 

1. ISO 14001, section 4.3.1 Environmental Aspects 

"The organization shall establish and maintain (a) procedure (s) to identiS, the 

environmental aspects of its activities, products or seMces that it can control and over 

which it can be expected to have influence, in order to determine those which have or can 

have significant impacts on the environment. The organization shall ensure that the 

aspects related to these significant impacts are considered in setting its environmental 

objectives**. 

1. ?CF Kaiser Gap Anahsis Ouestions Regardinn - Environmenta1 Aspects 

a. Procedure established and is maintained to identify 
the environmental aspects of its activities (for purpose 
of identifying significant impacts)? 

b. Procedure established and is maintained to identiQ 
the environmental aspects of its products (for purpose 
of i d e n t i m g  significant impacts)? 

c. Procedure established and is maintained to identiQ 
the environmental aspects of its senices (for purpose 
of identifjing significant impacts)? 

d. Organization ensures that the significant 
environmental impacts identified above are 
considered in setting environmental objectives? 



3. Gap Analvsis Ouestions Traaslated Into Lav Terms 

Environmental Aspect, Impact and Significance must first be introduced in Iay 
terms. 

Have you identified the activities you perfom, decisions you rnake, services you 

provide or products you suppIy that affect the environment? 

Does a procedure exist for identifling aspects (your interactions with the 

environment)? 

How is it used? 

When was it established? 

1s it documented? 

Do you know the environmental impacts 

services? 

~r activities, decisions, products or 

Does a procedure exin for identifjmg impacts? 

When and how ofien do you use it? 

1s it documented? 

Do you distinguish between environmental impacts of your operations that are 

significant and therefore deserve attention and those that are not significant, thus not 

requinng attention? 

Does a procedure exist for detemining significance? 

How often do you use it? 

When was it established? 

1s it documented? 




